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“Nature in the city is far more than trees and gardens, and weeds in sidewalk cracks and vacant lots. It is the air 

we breathe, the earth we stand on, the water we drink and excrete, and the organisms with which we share our 

habitat.” ---Spirn (2003) 

 

 

Abstract 

 

Public participation within urban planning is one of the key issues for planning a sustainable city. 

In recent years, local authorities and citizen groups have enhanced citizen involvement in the 

planning process by building consensus and networks among stakeholders. Among all the 

methods for achieving such consensus and involvement, the author chose to focus upon a 

participatory mapping system which can visualize the status quo of city/community and 

represent the local knowledge explicitly on a map. The thesis focuses on two mapping systems 

implemented in Stockholm: Green Map System (GMS) and sociotope mapping. GMS has been 

developed as a citizen movement from N.Y. to the global level, whereas sociotope mapping has 

been established by the Stockholm planning office. The author participated in a Green Map 

(GM) project in Bagarmossen, Stockholm, as an action researcher, and a new tool for community 

evaluation (modified from the value rose by Arken) was created for improving the mapping 

process in GMS. The two mapping systems are compared within the thesis, with regard to the 

power relation behind a map, mapping processes and mapping icons. The research notes that 

each map is created through the process of the interpretation of power and communication 

among different stakeholders. Sociotope maps represent an area by interpreting the voices from 

local citizens, planners and decision makers. Upon the basis of the case study, GM is a bottom-

up mapping approach which represents the voice of locales more directly than sociotope 

mapping. By extracting the advantages of the two systems, integration of the two is suggested 

through consideration of the network building of stakeholders.       

 

Key words: public participation, urban green space, power, sociotope mapping, Green Map System (GMS) 
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PART I 

1. Introduction 

Public participation is indispensable to the urban planning and development process in order to 

achieve sustainable development. This mindset has dominated opinion among planners and 

researchers in recent years (United Nations, 1992). But reflecting upon the reality, there are so 

many obstacles as well as questions about realization. For instance, how much participation is 

appropriate and how much will a decision maker really listen to the opinions of inhabitants and 

delegate power to them? How can local (citizen) knowledge be utilized? In this thesis, I explore a 

way to improve public participation in planning by focusing on two mapping methods 

implemented in Stockholm: Green Map System (GMS) and “sociotope” map (sociotopkarta). 

The thesis investigates the two mapping systems as a tool for citizen involvement. 

 

1.1. Aims of Research 

First of all, my primary aim in undertaking this research lies in addressing the challenge of 

planning sustainable urban green areas, and considering how urban green areas can be conserved 

sustainably. Different approaches need to be considered from economic, ecological, and social 

aspects; among these aspects, this thesis concentrates on the social aspect, with specific regard to 

power: who makes plans for green structures, who decides where and what to preserve. Different 

kinds of power exist in society; however, my interest is in the power emerging from citizens, so 

to say a “bottom-up” approach. The importance of participative planning has emerged in the 

field of urban planning and public participation in the planning process is considered one of the 

crucial keys for sustainable development (Healy, 1998). Different methods have been developed, 

researched and practiced for consensus building, capacity building as well as participatory 

community planning. Among all the methods, I have chosen mapping as a tool for improving 

public participation since maps help to visualize viewpoints and ones‟ discourses as well as 

provide a better arena for smooth communication and mutual understanding (Wood, 1992). 

 

 From this point, I found sociotope mapping and GMS really suitable for the present research, 

since both would contain the potential to improve the current situation of collaborative planning. 

They are both locally implemented and aim to collect local knowledge and voice of citizens. 

From this point of departure, the thesis contains the following aims regarding GMS and 

sociotope mapping:  
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 To compare GM and sociotope map in terms of mapping process and the result of outcomes 

(map) and discuss the advantages/disadvantages of them  

 To analyze how GM can enhance public participation in community development by 

focusing on the case study, GM in Bagarmossen, as an action researcher 

 To discuss the impacts and influence of both maps in the planning realm  

 To investigate further improvement of the mapping tools/methods for both GM and 

sociotope mapping  

 

1.2. Research Questions 

The aims of research are translated into following research questions: 

 

 Which kind of roles does mapping play in public participation? 

 What are the connections between mapping and power? 

 How does GM contribute to public participation, and how can public participation in 

GM be improved?  

 How can sociotope map impact upon the planning and the decision making process?  

 What can we learn by comparing GMS and sociotope mapping in order to improve 

public participation?  

 

1.3. Structure of Thesis 

The thesis begins with an introduction stating the aims of the research as well as the research 

questions addressed through this study. A discussion of methodology follows, in order to explain 

the methods and tools used during the research, the position of researcher and also the reasons 

for selecting the case study. After that, the theoretical framework is presented, where the theories 

of public participation and collaborative planning, community as space and identity, and the 

relationships of power and maps are discussed. Two mapping systems: GMS and sociotope 

mapping are explained in the second part, which includes mapping processes, strategies and 

examples of the ways in which they are actually used. Subsequently, the case study, GM project in 

Bagarmossen, is described together with explanation of the area, the mapping process and the 

survey for community evaluation. Based on these two parts, the fourth part consists of a 

comparative analysis of the two systems in accordance with degrees of public participation, 

power issues and representation tools. The discussion and recommendation chapters continue to 
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develop the preceding analysis, in order to describe the possibilities for improving the mapping 

systems through integration of the two. Finally, conclusion and critical assessment follow. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. Research process 

As a primary approach, literature analysis including the review of books, articles and web-based 

sources has been undertaken in order to collect basic information as well as to structure the 

theoretical background.  

Most of the research for GM has been conducted through a literature review and discussions 

held through a mapmaker group in Stockholm (StadensEko, a non-profit group in Stockholm). 

The main resources for sociotope mapping were researched through the public documents from 

Stockholm city planning office (Stadsbyggnadskontoret) and interviews with a researcher and 

planners in charge of sociotope mapping (Ståhle, 6 Feb, 2009; Borg& Elgström, 18 May, 2009; 

Ernstson, 19 May, 2009. See Appendix 1-3). Interviews and discussions were conducted in order 

to acquire more detailed and practical information.  

 

The case study, GM in Bagarmossen, was researched and analyzed via participation within a 

project as an action researcher, a role which will be developed upon later. By being involved in 

the process of making a GM and working together with different stakeholders, I investigated the 

project deeply from the inside. From the launch of a project in December 2008, I attended most 

of the meetings held by a mapmaker group until “öppet hus” (open house) for gathering 

information from residents in Bagarmossen in May 2009. Opinions from the local residents were 

gathered through “nomination sheets” by filling in their favourite places and the reasons. During 

the mapping process, I conducted a survey regarding community evaluation, which is an attempt 

to identify tools to improve a participatory process within the mapping process. The community 

evaluation tool called “value rose” (Einarsson, n.d.) was modified together with GM Icons by the 

author. The local residents were asked to participate in this part of the study by simply putting 

stickers on the value rose for each question on a paper. Local residents joined the survey during 

the open house, in a meeting of Bagisgruppen (a citizen group of Bagarmossen) and in 

Bagishuset (community centre for young people). The information from GM and the 

Bagarmossen community was gathered via literature but mostly through personal contacts with 

mapmakers and members of the citizen groups.   

 

Based upon all the resources which I collected, a comparative analysis between the two mapping 

systems (GM and sociotope mapping), especially addressing the issue of mapping process, was 

undertaken. Later on, the survey (value rose) conducted through the case study was analyzed. 

Recommendations - based upon the possibility of integrating the two mapping systems - are 
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provided through a SWOT analysis (Fig. 22, p.54) and a scenario (Fig. 23, p. 57). Figure 1 shows 

a list of the methods used in different phases of the research (GMS, sociotope mapping, and GM 

Bagarmossen): 

 

 GMS Sociotope mapping GM Bagarmossen 

(Action Research) 

Literature review 

 

Web-based sources, 

leaflets, published GMs, 

homepage of GMS 

Web-based public 

documents, articles, 

online sociotope maps  

Homepages of GM 

Bagarmossen, citizen 

groups of Bagarmossen 

Other research 

methods 

 Personal contact 

with a mapmaker 

group in Stockholm 

(StadensEko) 

 Participation in 

meetings for GM 

Interviews with: 

 Alexander Ståhle 

(PhD student in 

KTH, founder of 

sociotope 

mapping) 

 Katarina Borg & 

Ludvig Elgström 

(planners in 

sociotope 

mapping in 

Stockholm city) 

 Participation in 

meetings for GM 

Bagarmossen and 

organizing open 

house  

 Interview with 

GM members 

from 

Bagarmossen 

 Personal contact 

with citizen 

groups 

(Bagisgruppen, 

Bagisgrannar) 

 Survey for 

community 

evaluation 

Figure 1: List of methods used in the research in different fields: GMS, sociotope mapping and GM 

Bagarmossen as an action research 

 

2.2. Selection of the case  

GMS has still not been deeply researched in the academic field (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.), 

yet it is demonstrates a number of important theoretical concepts i.e. a communicative approach 

in the planning process, capacity building of citizens/ community members, as well as integrating 

notions of urban green area planning. Though GM Stockholm was created in 2006, a new project 

focusing on community of Bagarmossen began in 2008. GM Stockholm is user-oriented, 
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intended for both Stockholmers and tourists to use in exploring the city centre by suggesting the 

sites for sustainable life style. GM in Bagarmossen, on the other hand, targets the community and 

is resident-oriented, making it more possible to take GM as one of the tools for community 

development through the involvement of citizens. For these reasons, I selected the project in 

Bagarmossen for this research together with a sociotope map, since it is published online 

covering the areas in Stockholm and easily comparable with GM. 

 

Moreover, it should be noted that Bagarmossen is a special and unique community in Stockholm. 

It is like a small universe of Stockholm, since many urban elements in Stockholm can be found 

there (Ernstson, personal communication 19 May, 2009). Also it is important that there exist 

there active citizen groups, which can work for community (Ernstson, personal communication, 

19 May, 2009). In this sense, Bagarmossen is a suitable community as a pilot project of GM for 

community mapping in Stockholm. 

 

2.3. Position of researcher 

Researchers can approach a project and place themselves differently depending on how they 

consider their position within research. In this instance, I conducted my thesis work by focusing 

on a participatory research process, by making GM in Bagarmossen, as an action researcher. 

Action Research (AR) or Action Participatory Research (APR) is a relatively new approach to 

conducting research in comparison with conventional research methodologies (Bradbury & 

Reason, 2006). Though its definition is broadly discussed, the Handbook of Action Research 

defines AR as “a participatory, democratic process concerned with developing practical knowing 

in the pursuit of worthwhile human purposes, grounded in a participatory worldview which we 

believe is emerging at this historical moment” (Bradbury& Reason, 2006, p.1). Compared to 

conventional research, AR attempts to encourage practices which provide solutions to problems, 

and which improve the status quo directly. At the same time, AR is considered to be a reflection 

of the conventional research in an ivory tower which many times is disconnected from the real 

society (Senge& Sharmer, 2006). Yet, conventional research and AR are complementary, since 

the directions provided within the scientific field (what to do, where to go) are essentially 

theoretical issues, which need to be discussed and generated through conventional research 

(Gustavson, 2006).  
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AR also considers the generation of knowledge to be an activity which tests hypotheses, so that 

knowledge is used by the practitioners in the real life and it can produce “generalizable” 

knowledge to create a template for others. AR still needs to be widely practiced to acquire a sense 

of trust and reliance, both in the academic field and in society at large (Friedman, 2006).  

 

From the points stated above, I determined to apply AR in the part of my research addressing the 

GM Bagarmossen project. As a result of this methodological decision, within the project I 

actively expressed my ideas and opinions in meetings in order to contribute to the creation of a 

better outcome together with community members. The greatest impact of the action research 

lay in the creation and use of the tool for community evaluation (value rose) within the project, in 

an attempt to improve the mapping process. It is, however, noted that the position of action 

researcher was applied only to the GM Bagarmossen project, and not to other parts of the 

research.  
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3. Theoretical framework  

3.1. Communicative turn in planning 

The collaborative approach is considered as one of the main streams of postmodern theory in the 

social sciences and is most recognizably represented by the work of Habermas (1987, 1993), 

Healy (1996, 1998), and Forester (1999). 

3.1.1 Collaborative Planning 

Jürgen Habermas could be taken as the most influential theorist in this field, as he developed the 

theoretical notions of rationality and power relations within what he termed a communicative 

approach, based upon the sociological perspective. In the Habermasian concept, the 

communicative approach is identified as inclusionary argumentation (Healy, 1996). Habermas 

advocates a form of power which is generated through successful communication, which 

transforms power at different political levels (Healy, 1996 p.240). From the Habermasian point of 

view, communication thus plays a significant role in both generating power and in reaching 

consensus between the different stakeholders. There remain still some points of dispute with 

regard to the realization of collaborative planning, however: in particular, the question of whether 

consensus building is too idealistic to achieve in the real world or not, a position expressed in 

particular by Foucaultian theorists (such as Connelly & Richardson, 2004). Although the 

importance of collaborative planning process is highly recognized in theory, there is an equal 

recognition of the fact that it is hard to put into action. One major difficulty is citizen 

involvement itself, since it always reflects unbalanced interests of citizens towards planning 

issues. Many citizens are not concerned in the issues, problems and visions at regional level, 

despite of the fact that many of regional plans have significant impacts on local community 

(O‟Riordan, 1977). Public participation should not, in my view, be the result of a NIMBY 

movement, but rather create the arena to share certain responsibilities and to build consensus.  

 

Patsy Healy (1996; 1998) is regarded as one of the fundamental researchers in the field, insisting 

upon the increasing importance of a “collaborative turn” in urban planning, which has been 

raised in response to pressure for the socio-environmental improvement of a city. Healy claims 

that collaborative planning with different stakeholders (public-, private sector, and citizens) 

reinforces the governance capacity of each city (Healy, 1998). Urban governance capacity is 

composed of the local policy culture, and includes factors such as a high degree of integration 

and connections which improve the local condition. She states five concepts for implementing 

collaborative relationships among stakeholders: “integrative place-making; collaboration in 
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policymaking; inclusive stakeholders involvement; use of „local knowledge‟; and building 

„relational‟ resources” (Healy, 1998, p.1536).  

 

Compared to the traditional planning process which used to be determined by limited authorities, 

with citizens needing to accept decisions coming from the top, collaborative process has 

obviously improved public participation, democracy, and political transparency (Healy, 1998).  

Healy notes the limitations of top-down bureaucratic approaches, which separate local 

government and economic activity - represented by a “command and control” mode of 

governance in the 1950s and 60s. She addresses the fact that different stakeholders, both 

representatives of the private sector and citizens, need to be accorded participation in order to 

realize sustainable condition of a city (Healy, 1998). 

In order to improve the physical, environmental or socio-economic condition of a city, a city 

needs to build a governance capacity to tackle the existing problems. The key elements for that 

governance capacity are: a collaborative approach by involving stakeholders; the development of 

social network as a part of institutional capital; and building a new policy culture to meet 

sustainability in a city. Building the institutional capacity is thus seen as the key contributor 

towards collaborative planning (Healy, 1998).  

 

For the collaborative approach, dialogues among different stakeholders should be created. In this 

sense, interpreting whose language is in use - through discourse analysis, and “asking and 

listening” is significant (Mansbridge, 1992, p.42, qtd. in Forester, 1999, p.63). By possessing the 

attitude of “asking and listening”, there is a possibility to develop a dialogue in a dispute situation. 

Therefore, planners are required to have good negotiation skills, as well as abilities such as 

facilitating, “meeting design skills”, “process design skills”, mediating, understanding and 

interpreting (Forester, 1999, p.82). 

3.1.2 Ladder of Citizen Participation 

As one of the most persuasive measurements for public participation, “a ladder of citizen 

participation” should be hereby mentioned. Arnstein argues that “participation without 

redistribution of power is an empty and frustrating process of the powerless” (Arnstein, 1969, 

p.2) and classifies the participating process into eight types corresponding to power of citizens 

and its outcomes. The ladder starts from manipulation as the least participative type, climbing up as 

following: therapy, informing, consultation, placation, partnership, delegated power, and finally, citizen control 

(See Figure 2). 
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At the bottom of participation, citizens are gathered by the decision makers to be educated and 

persuaded to support their decisions. In other words, participation is driven by power-holders as 

a “public relations vehicle” (Arnstein, 1969, p.4). As the ladder goes up, the degree of 

participation increases and the positions of citizens and decision makers become more equal.  

 

At the level of consultation, the voices of citizens reach to the power-holders, but still the 

decision is controlled by the power-holders and there is no guarantee whether citizens‟ opinions 

will be taken into account. Arnstein describes this situation as following:  

 

[People are primarily perceived as statistical 

abstractions, and participation is measured by how 

many come to the meetings, take brochures home, 

or answer a questionnaire. What citizens achieve in 

all this activity is that they have “participated in 

participation”. And what powerholders achieve is 

the evidence that they have gone through the 

required motions of involving “those people”] 

(Arnstein, 1969, p.6).  

  

When the level reaches to the point of citizen 

control, a public activity is surely governed by 

the citizens or participants where absolute 

power or control does not exist (Arnstein, 

1969). However, there remains the gap 

between the ideal and reality: Do really all the 

citizens wish to fully participate in the decision making process in a community and actively 

express their ideas by taking responsibilities? Redistributing power means sharing responsibilities 

which are normally carried by decision makers (O‟Riordan, 1977).  

 

Although communicative planning has been widely recognized and practiced - especially in 

Europe, we can observe the tendency that participating groups are often limited to the retired, 

highly educated middle-class citizens (Sipilä & Tyrvänien, 2005). The rest of the population tends 

to be quiet in such an activity because of the routine jobs which deprive them of the time and 

Figure 2: Eight rungs on the ladder of citizen 

participation (Arnstein, 1969, p.2) 
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motivation to engage in planning activity. The balance between the ideal participatory situation, 

and the needs from citizens in reality should be further discussed. 

  

3.2. Community: space and identity 

In recent years, a loss of identity and community spirit has been claimed to result from the wave 

of globalization, rapid urbanization and the magnet effect of urban to rural areas (Orrskog, 2008). 

People live in urban space without the sense of belonging, or of neighbourhood.  

Traditionally, community has been developed by personal relationships with shared habits and 

culture. Tönnies (1887, ed. 2001) explains community or Gemeinschaft by comparing it with society 

or Gesellschaft, which functions via impersonal relations and interactions at working places and 

economic markets. Many social scientists such as Jane Jacobs (1961) insist that Gemeinschaft 

cannot be simply built up but takes long time to be developed. It is because that the authentic 

community might be the place where the residents create their own atmosphere, history, and 

feeling of the belonging to community. There are two types of integration in community 

according to Orrskog (2008): “functional” and “territorial”. Territorial integration takes place in 

the area where one lives, whilst functional integration does not depend on a geographical living 

place, but more on emotional connections among community members. Functional community 

can thus exist everywhere, even in the Internet world. In this sense, when every individual acts 

for his/her own sake freely, the traditional community development within a local area e.g. a 

village or a street loses its meaning. Territorially integrated communities have been already been 

destroyed in many places, especially in the developed countries, these days. People used to live in 

the dual structure of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft since every society embraces several communities 

where people belong to (Orrskog, 2008). But many young generations nowadays live in an 

artificial community without knowing any neighbours while they strongly belong to functional 

communities, with friends living in other places in the world via Internet. 

 

Besides territorial and functional integration, community can be divided into different groups 

based on interests, sectors, socio-cultural issues, etc (Lydon, 2005). However, community in this 

thesis focuses on that which is territorially integrated with local residents. The shape and idea of 

“community” faces big changes, as discussed above. In this present phase, “community 

planning” or “community development” for a territorial community still attracts interest, since 

the unit of geographical community is considered a key for sustainable development. In Local 

Agenda 21, it is posed that: consultations and consensus building should increase among local 
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authorities and other stakeholders including citizens in order to formulate the strategies for 

sustainable development (Agenda 21, Chapter 28.3, UN Dept. for Economic and Social Affiars, 

2004). A unit of community is a suitable space for those consultations to happen within. 

Keeping and empowering community thus has significant linkages to realizing sustainable 

development. How, then, can mapping contribute to community, and which kind of power does 

it contain? 

 

3.3. Mapping: Power Representation and Space Discourse  

In this section, I focus on the relationship of maps and power, as well as the way in which 

discourse can be analyzed within mapping, by referring to two major theorists in cartography: 

Harley (1989) and Wood (1992, 2002).  

 

3.3.1.  Representation of Power in Mapping 

John Brian Harley, one of the most influential cartographers in the research of relationships 

between mapping and power, redefined the nature of maps as “representation of power” (1989, 

p.1). He attempted to apply a destructionist approach, characteristics of post-modernism, to the 

field of cartography, by breaking the links between reality and representation (Harley, 1989). 

Generally, there exists an assumption that maps reflect reality, as they are made from a scientific 

and objective point of view. However, this assumption is only one way of understanding a map, 

representing the view of one (dominant) discourse, since mapping is always related to the values 

in the specific era and time; and maps are created under certain circumstances based on ethnic, 

politics, religion or social class (Harley, 1989). Harley (1989) also advocates that maps should be 

considered as a cultural text which defines social relationships during the making process.  

 

In the mind of a mapmaker, he/she is influenced by “inner voice” and “outer voice” and makes a 

map through negotiations between them (Harley, 1989; Wood, 2002). Inner voice comes up from 

the inside of a mapmaker based on his/her technical experiences and skills. Outer voice is often 

described as a patron and the interests of a patron are spoken through a map (Wood, 1992). 

Therefore there always occurs a struggle and negotiation between the voice (power, opinions) of 

the patron and the mapmaker‟s own voice during the mapping process. Inner voice can be 

described as “the technical, the context of cartographer,…„unconscious‟ distortions…”, whereas outer voice 

represents “culture, society, political contexts, deliberate distortions…” (Wood, 2002, p.148). A mapmaker 
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makes a map but power is practiced in this backstage or inner struggle - who funds this project 

and who takes a responsibility of a final outcome.  

 

Furthermore, Wood (2002) gives examples of maps which are linked to particular purposes, such 

as a local map showing the collection place for leaves in autumn, zoning map for a district, etc. 

These maps combine the current situation (reality) and objectives, means, or proposals in that 

area by government, citizen groups, etc. This material also describes the way in which the role of 

mapmakers is connected and combined with reality and wishes within actual power practices. 

Wood thus puts forward “the map as a discourse function, that is, as one of the ways available for 

people to affect the behaviour of others in a communication situation” (Wood, 2002, p.143) 

  

3.3.2. Shift of Power in Mapping 

Until recently, mapping skills and knowledge used to be practiced only in the limited arenas such 

as governmental institutes or the private sector, with its aim of economic profit (Lydon, 2005). 

However, the aims and usage of maps have been expanded, partly with the help of advances in 

GIS (Geographical Information System) and the internet. People can make their own maps, if 

they obtain basic mapping skills, and share with others not only in hard copy but also on websites 

all over the world. Nowadays a new trend has emerged in utilizing the cartographic technology 

for public participation such as PPGIS (Public Participation Geographical Information System). 

Even without GIS, maps can be made by anyone –a shift of mapmakers from authority to 

citizens can represent a shift of power (Lydon, 2005). As Harley (1989) and Wood (1992, 2002) 

argue, the power relation between a mapmaker and patron and also their circumstances must be 

different in mapping with governmental power and in mapping activity by citizens. In this sense, 

mapping activity by citizens possesses a potential for stepping into a post-political, citizen-driven 

society, where the political form overcomes right-left division and “antagonistic” (we - they) 

relationships among different political groups are removed and civic opinions matter more 

(Mouffe, 2005). 

3.3.3. The power maps possess 

As discussed above, the mapping process is indeed a process of interpreting power, and of 

communication between outer and inner voice within a mapmaker (Wood, 2002). At the same 

time, the outcome - a map - has strong impacts upon map users, both in the sense of “power over” 

(power holders to citizens) and also “power to” (empowerment of citizens).  
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If power is considered as either “power to” or “power over”, the former can be considered 

equivalent to “power as capacity”, whereas the latter addresses a “relationship between people” 

(Dovey, 1999, p.9). In other words, “power to” is empowerment: the power to do something for 

your own sake; whilst “power over” deals with a power over somebody to let him/her to do 

something.  

 

The example of a protective story in the Stockholm National Urban Park (Ekoparken) 

demonstrates to some extent the role of mapping in power relations. Briefly, the Stockholm 

National Urban Park has been preserved and legitimated as a national park through a bottom-up 

citizen activity and dialogues with the planning office to conserve the park from exploitation in 

1990s. Social networks between the core cultural and ecological organizations and other informal 

citizen groups have cooperated in order to save the park, which possesses high values in terms of 

“conservation biology” and “cultural history”, and in fact is not a single park but constitutes the 

parks within a city which are interconnected (Ernstson & Sörlin, 2009). In this movement, 

Ernstson and Sörlin (2009) describe that sketches and maps of the interconnected parks helped 

to create a social arenas for discussions among politicians, planners and other stakeholders. “The 

sketches…helped to project the protective story, both into the future, and onto a real landscape, 

making it more tangible” (Ernstson & Sörlin, 2009: p.12). This indicates that a map became a 

strong tool to empower the citizen organizations in order to promote discussions and acquire an 

agreement upon conservation with politicians. Maps thus provide us with a visual effect for 

power practice and communication. A map is only a paper, and yet being with or without a map 

makes a big difference; people can imagine the situation in the area more easily and consider that 

situation (either now or how it is going to be) to be more plausible and tangible for them.  

 

3.3.4.  Mapping and Spatial Discourse 

Discourse through mapping 

Power and rationality are the themes considered within discourse analysis in a given field of 

“interests and strategies, agents and institutions” (Jensen, 1997, p.6). “People are inconsistent in 

their behaviour and opinions and adjust their responses according to their perceptions of the 

context.” (Elliott, 1996, p.65) Even if several maps are created in exactly the same territory, each 

map represents the area in its own spatial view, since each possesses different interests and 

discourses behind their creation. Different interests generate different interpretations, 

represented by different icons and information (Wood, 2002).  
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An example of this tendency can be found in considering two maps of the area: one for a pilot, 

another for a planner. A map for pilot needs accurate navigational information about topology, 

direction, etc. Whilst for planners, the aim of maps and interests lie in a wholely different field 

e.g. exploration sites (Wood, 1992). 

 

In the case of an official map published by government, that map becomes an instrument of 

presenting public policy, which provides an arena for an assertion of sovereignty (Wood, 1992, 

p.105). Presentation of maps can be thus considered as a “deliberate activation of popular visual 

discourse” (Wood, 1992, p.142).  
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PART II 

In part II, two mapping systems, GMS and sociotope mapping, are introduced through an 

explanation of background information, mapping processes and strategies in chapter 4.2 and 5.2. 

Examples of each map demonstrate the way in which the maps have been made, and how they 

have so far been utilized in society.  

 

4. Backgrounds of Green Map System (GMS) 

--“Think global, map local!”  (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.) 

4.1. Brief Explanation 

GM is “a  locally-made map that uses the universal Green Map® Icons (GM Icons) to highlight 

the social, cultural, and sustainable resources of a particular geographic area” (Green Maps 

System, Inc., n.d.). This mapping system has been established by Wendy E. Brawer, a designer in 

N.Y., in 1995 on the Internet and has spread across 500 cities and villages in over 50 countries 

since then. The background of a “mapmaker” varies - they can be from the municipalities, 

architects, NGOs, schools, local community, etc (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.).  

The objectives of making GM are also diverse and depend upon map makers and areas; a map 

can be made which addresses the aspects of environmental education, eco-tourism, community 

planning, CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) by companies, amongst other issues. Generally 

speaking, GM can encourage the process of creating a sense of place for the locals, facilitating 

dialogues as well as transforming the reality in communities (Lydon, 2005). Community maps can 

act as the storyteller of an area, revealing what is happening and what will happen – a quality 

which, in turn, also explicitly describes spatial discourse by the residents about the way that they 

perceive the area. Community mapping is considered to contribute to community development, 

and is a planning tool used to connect locales and homes. It is also the collective representation 

of geography and landscape (Lydon, 2005, p.1) 

In GMS, the mapmaking processes and goals can be rather flexible, as a result of the variety of 

mapmakers and aims. However, GM making is especially considered as a “major international 

movement for community mapping”, since the main organization of GM, Green Map System, 

Inc., can provide icons, resources such as mapping information, networks at the global level and 

also empowerment of local initiatives (Lydon, 2005, chapter. 2, p. 4). 
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4.2. Mapping process and strategy 

There exists no exact mapping process which is to be followed by mapmakers in GMS as a 

guideline; however, Green Map System, Inc. introduces a process shown in Figure 3 (Lydon, 

2005), which mapmakers can refer to if they want. 

 

Process Details 

1. Aims “Why are we doing this project?” 

 Find reasons why starting a mapmaking project 

2. Questions “What do we seek to learn or show about community?” 

 Discuss the goals by making GM, what to do with GM 

3. Needs  “Which kind of information is needed to answer our question?” 

 Decide which kind of information to gather for mapping  

4. Outreach 

(Community 

involvement) 

“How can we involve community in pooling knowledge?” 

 Workshops, community research, data collection, thematic speakers, 

field trips, community walkabouts, interviews, questionnaires, etc 

5. Compiling “How can we pull together our findings and which icons should we choose?” 

 Compile the information and make a data base, discuss and choose 

the icons to use  

6. Products “How can we illustrate the findings?” 

 Decide the way for design: by GIS, hand-writing, etc. 

7. Sharing “How should we publish, launch, distribute to share a map?” 

 Make a strategy for better PR 

8. Renewal “What did we learn from mapmaking? “ 

 Renewal with fresh questions, different themes, back to 1. 

Figure 3: Mapping process of GM explained in a leaflet of community mapping (Lydon, 2005); it is 

modified into a diagram and short explanations are added by author.  
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First of all, mapmaker groups need to register to the website of Green Map System, Inc. in order 

to be officially permitted as a GM mapmaker and use GM Icons. Mapping participants can join 

from the first phase of the process onwards, but the fourth phase („Outreach‟) is rather aimed at 

opening the process to locals, if they want to join in the activity. The compiling part of the 

process can be done together with the activities of „Outreach‟, as icons can be chosen during a 

workshop or walk tour by mapping participants. Surely there is a need for discussions amongst 

them in order to determine sites and the icons to put on a map. In the process of Products, 

mapping participants can also work together - in the case of painting GM on a huge wall, for 

instance.  

 

Green Map Icons 

One of the characteristics of GMS is that all the maps share a set of icons, which work to 

conceptualize the sites with symbols, so that mapmakers and users all over the world can share 

their perceptions, without the use of a common written or oral language. GM Icons are the 

primal property of GMS since 1995 and there exist 170 icons after publishing the third version of 

icons in 2008 (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.). The genres of icons are diverse: the categories 

include environmentally friendly/problematic sites, eco-business, mobility, and cultural sites, 

amongst others (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.). Mapmakers are free to choose the icons 

depending on the aim and local characteristics of the mapping area. New icons can be created by 

the local mapmakers as well. GM Icons enable the mapmakers, local mapping participants and 

users to communicate with the same language; however, since each icon is not precisely defined, 

there is a risk that some sites are determined and allocated an icon by mapping participants 

without accurate information (Lydon, 2005). For example, the icon for “air pollution” is hard to 

decide without taking sample data. Also the definition of the icon of “shanty town” is vague and 

controversial. At the same time, the selection of icons, and the question of where to locate them 

on a map can be considered a process of representing one‟s particular discursive orientations and 

power. Since the mapping process and method are all dependent on each mapmaker group, it is 

hard to generalize the way in which spatial discourse might be represented through GM. Some 

mapmaker groups include the local participants within the process of choosing icons, and others 

take their opinions for the sites as local knowledge, which is in turn interpreted by the 

mapmakers.  
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4.3. Examples of Green Maps 

As explained above, GM has no specific mapping process to follow or aims to be achieved, but it 

should be created upon the basis of the needs and interests of the mapmakers and communities.  

GM could bring up possibility to enhance the public involvement via mapping workshops, street 

interviews or interactive communication on the website, etc. Also it can function as a different 

tool for contributing to city planning.  

A part of Stockholm GM is shown in Figure 4. First of all, the basic map is originally from 

Stockholm city planning office and StadensEko purchased it for designing GM (Goldstein, 17 

Oct, 2008). Basic maps can be also an aerial photograph or even a painting depending on 

mapmakers (GM Japan & GMS, 2005).  

 

Figure 4: A part of Stockholm GM made in 2006. Different GM Icons illustrate sites e.g. walking path, 

view point, ecological restaurants, etc. The legends are excluded. (Stockholm Green Map Inc.) 

All the icons cannot be explained here due to the large number of icons and information, so I 

chose only some icons used in Stockholm GM. Different kinds of GM Icons represent e.g.: view 

point , walking path, peaceful site, historical place, park, etc.  

                                 

In Stockholm GM, numbers are placed next to some icons - such as organic restaurant/café, 

second hand clothes, or special trees:  
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Since their information (name, address, explanation of the place, etc) is written in the backside of 

map, map users can get information by following the number (Stockholm Green Map Inc., 2006).  

Two different GMs with different objectives are briefly presented below, as a means of 

describing how GMs are utilized within each community: 

 

Community planning tool: Mapa Verde Cuba, Cuba 

In the case of Cuba, GMS is implemented to enhance community development through 

mapmaking, and the networks for GM have been developed at the national level.  Mapa Verde 

Cuba, the GM Network in Cuba in English, was established in 1999 and 75 teams of mapmakers 

were created with participation of over 1200 students from around 60 schools from elementary 

to technical schools (Green Map System, Inc., n.d.).  

To take one example from this project, two school teachers and their students made a GM in a 

small community in Bungo La Venta, in the province of Santiago de Cuba. The map shows rich 

biodiversity in the community, with an abundance of GM Icons of nature. At the same time, 

other icons describe local problems such as a water pollution source. Visualization of the current 

situation of a community through mapping clarified challenges and needs within that community. 

Water pollution site was cleaned up by the residents and replaced by a garden and some needs 

and objectives were set up: building a new park for children, creating a place for a local market 

and reforestation (Lydon, 2005).  

 

Decision making tool in park planning: Calgary Children‟s GM, Canada 

In 1998, a first youth-made GM was created in Calgary, Canada, as a GM on a former military 

base, intended to be used in converting it into a park in the central part of the city. Children 

described their opinions and values about the area by GM, which gathered children‟s voices and 

presented them to adults, contributing to designing a new park. As a result, the map has become 

one of the references for the park planning by the municipal planning office (Lydon, 2005; Green 

Map System, Inc., n.d.).  
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5. Backgrounds: Sociotope Mapping 

5.1. Brief Explanation 

Sociotope mapping has been developed by experts such as planners, landscape architects, 

environmental psychologists, etc. in Stockholm planning office (Stadsbyggnadskontoret) since 

1996 (Ståhle, 2006). The concept of “sociotope” has emerged by reflecting the biotope concept 

in planning – a tool which deals specifically with flora and fauna. Sociotope mapping thus 

focuses on the social value of open space: the frequent use of an area by citizens, their opinions 

and preferences, measured by public participation (SBK & GFK, 2003). In other words, biotope 

represents the place in terms of its form and living condition, and sociotope represents the place 

as interpreted on the basis of the experiences and values of its residents (Ståhle, 2006). The 

concept of sociotope can be used to describe the social and cultural values the place possesses, 

and how the people experience their life within that place. It is therefore significant for sociotope 

mapping to keep always in mind the questions: for whom?, and for what are the places planned 

and used? (SBK & GFK, 2002, p.9). 

There exists no determined definition for sociotope as it was rather established as a response to 

biotope; however, one of the founder of sociotope mapping, Alexander Ståhle, defines sociotope 

as “the commonly perceived direct use values of a place by a specific culture or group” (Ståhle, 

2006. p.60).  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Stockholm Green Structure System (Ståhle, 2005) Yellow box shows the position of sociotop map 

within green structure system. 
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Figure 5 shows the position of sociotope map within the framework of green structure planning 

in Stockholm. 

Within the Stockholm park programme, sociotope map and biotope map are considered as a set. 

Stockholm city made the “Stockholm Green Map”, which consists of sociotope and biotope 

maps and has no connections with GMS.  Sociotope mapping has influence both at the city 

district level and the park level (Ståhle, 2005).  

One of the objectives of sociotope mapping lies in connecting the citizens‟ demands and 

planners‟ perspectives.  As sociotope mapping enables the visualization of “users‟ perceived 

place” (Ståhle, 2006. P.59), sociotope mapping might be an effective tool to reflect public 

opinions through a map. It also integrates the social/cultural values as well as the ecological 

value. This method can help improve the quality of open space and can be an indicator for 

zoning to select new development sites or conservation sites, for instance (Ståhle, 2006). There 

exist several kinds of values which are applied to space as Ståhle explains. The main values can be 

divided into two: use value and non-use value (Ståhle, 2008, p.148). Within use value, direct use 

value is a social and recreational value, which consists of experience value as nominated by open 

space users. Indirect use value is a value of space from a distance, such as landscape or view from 

a window. Modern city planning has paid too much attention on indirect use value and neglected 

the importance of direct use value, which is directly connected with everyday life. Therefore 

sociotope mapping mainly concerns the direct use value to highlight its importance within 

planning process (Ståhle, personal communication, 6 Feb, 2009). 

 

Sociotope map can be considered as basic information on the value of open spaces in Stockholm. 

It is deeply connected to the comprehensive plan (översiktsplan), made in 2008, as well as a park 

programme which provides guidelines for the development and preservation of parks and nature 

conservation areas in Stockholm city (Personal communication, Borg & Elgström, 18 May, 2009). 

Sociotope map can be considered as a reference indicating accessibilities towards open spaces, 

use values in open spaces, and documents favourite places by citizens, for instance. In order to 

investigate the attractiveness of each open space, it is significant to understand the reasons 

behind such values, through analyzing the accessibility as well as urban density in the area (Ståhle, 

2008).  

 

All published sociotope maps are available on the Internet, and each planner can use them for 

their own project as a reference. However, it is hard to really know how many planners are 
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actually using them, though most of the planners know of their existence (Personal 

communication, Borg &Elgström, 18 May, 2009).   

Revised version of sociotope maps‟ 

Sociotope maps need to be revised every 10 years (SBK &GFK, 2002) and at the moment (June, 

2009), maps are in the process of revision. They are revised based on an assumption that public 

opinions have not been changed so much since the first mapping process in 1996 to 2002 (Borg 

& Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 2009). The revision process will take 4 to 5 

months. The main aim of revision is to identify changes to the spatial use of open spaces and to 

simplify the sociotope maps as a web-based database for easier use (Borg & Elgström, personal 

communication, 18 May, 2009). At the same time, the changes of land use in open space since 

the last published sociotope maps are checked by planners through contacting local 

administrations and landscape architecture offices. Also, the work of planning office on open 

space is to be investigated: considering the kind of values the planners have added or deleted 

(Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 2009).  

 

Figure 6 shows a part of the 

revised (still under 

development) sociotope map, 

zooming in on Bagarmossen. 

All the use values are unseen 

but they pop up by clicking 

each open space. Some of the 

legends are removed such as 

development sites or 

unpreserved valuable open 

spaces. The access to the 

revised maps is so far limited 

to planners and experts 

within the planning office (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 2009).   

 

Figure 6: new version of sociotope mapping (under the revision 
process), a part of the map over Bagarmossen. Light green area: 
valuable open space, green dot lines: existing path (Elgström, personal 
communication, 18 May, 2009) 
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5.2. Mapping process and strategy 

Mapping process 

Sociotope map has been created by the Stockholm planning office and gatu- och 

fastighetskontoret (Street and Property Office) from 1996 to 2002. The mapping process in 

Figure 7 illustrates the process which the planning office created and followed during that time.  

As a first step in their development, theories which directly address the issues of sociotope and 

open space have been researched by planning experts. Subsequently, all the open spaces in 

Stockholm have been identified and classified into different categories based on their size or 

location. An expert mapmaker group was organized from different fields: cultural environment, 

landscape architecture, noise, traffic, and city planning. The experts conducted observations in 

different areas to investigate the use of open space by locals, the numbers of space users and so 

on. In each area, observation has been conducted at least 3 times a year (March, May, and 

August), walking around ca. 5 km for 3 to 4 hours (SBK & GFK, 2002). As a next step, the 

experts asked the locals to evaluate the open space through dialogues. Dialogue activities 

included open meetings of residents and planners (usually planners contacted local citizen groups 

such as sport association, etc.), group discussions, interviews, questionnaires via website, post, 

Process Details 

1. Theory research Research about “sociotope”: open space typology, qualities in sociotope 

maps (identity, security, recreation, etc) 

2. Open space 

definition 

Identify different open spaces: large open space, single open space, open 

space in buildings, open space in traffic area 

3. Expert 

evaluation 

Organize an experts group (cultural environment from the city museum, 

landscape architecture, traffic, ecology, noise) and observe the open space 

use by residents 

4. User evaluation Dialogues between residents and planners about open space in local area by 

questionnaires, open meetings, interviews, etc. 

5. Synthesis and 

reflection 

Compile the data gathered from planners‟ observation and dialogues with 

residents 

6. Mapping Create and analyze maps with GIS (web-based and paper version) 

7. City planning in 

dialogues 

Use the finalized maps as tools for dialogues or open space development. 

Feedback or update when needed. 

Figure 7: Mapping process of sociotope map (made by author, source from SBK 2002 pp. 10-11.; Ståhle 

2006) 
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and the newspaper.  In 2001, questionnaires regarding a favourite place, its quality and the 

necessity for improvements, were distributed throughout inner city Stockholm. 752 answers were 

received: 250 by post, 217 through news papers, 263 per website and 22 from other methods -

from a total population of 280 000 residents in inner city (SBK & GFK, 2002, p. 24).  

Within the questionnaires to local residents, four basic questions were asked (SBK & GFK, 

2003): 

 Which is your favourite place here (in this open space)? 

 Which kind of quality does this place have? 

 What is lacking here? 

 How is the accessibility to this place? 

 

In 1996-2002, 24 surveys for local residents have been conducted in different areas in Stockholm 

by the city planning office and gatu- och fastighetskontoret. The contents of the surveys are not 

standardized, so that different types of surveys - through public meetings or interviews - were 

conducted. Some aimed to survey favourite places for adults, and others were for children or 

young generations, for instance (SBK & GFK, 2002, p. 32).  

 

There existed no uniform methods for surveying in sociotope mapping; in some areas, interviews 

were conducted or public meetings were opened and in other areas, results from the surveys for 

different areas were generalized and applied. However, observations of open spaces were 

undertaken for all the targeted open spaces (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 

2009). After the user evaluation, all the data collected from observation and public dialogues were 

complied as a database. Based on GIS, maps were created and analyzed as the next step in the 

process. Some data were represented on a map, some were not. For example, favourite places 

were surveyed, but they are not reflected directly on a sociotope map - rather they were gathered 

as references for further planning practices (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 

2009). Accessibility to open space is also not put on a sociotope map but presented as another 

map, independently. After finalizing a map, maps are supposed to be used as a tool for citizen 

dialogues, and issues of revision and update need to be considered. 

 

One of the main characteristics of sociotope mapping might be that the information upon open 

spaces is gathered through two concurrent processes: observation and dialogue activity. In order 

to investigate the authentic value of the space, it is important to understand what people tell as 
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stories which can be told through dialogues with planners and what they actually do there via 

observation (Ståhle, personal communication, 6 Feb, 2009).  

 

Accessibility from one‟s house to public open space is also considered, as the park program 

determines the minimum distance between household and a park. For example, the park program 

determines that each building should be accessible within 500 m distance to a city park 

(stadsdelspark) with the size of 5-50 ha (Exploateringskontoret, p.29, 2004). Since sociotope 

mapping works together with the park program, accessibilities are measured and valued as basic 

data.   

Icons: use values 

Sociotope map has also developed its own original icons and legend for the map. Sociotope map 

can describe different areas by polygons (squares, areas). The examples of polygons are: valuable 

open space (valuable for local residents socially and culturally), accessibility to open space (areas 

with good/poor accessibility to open space), development sites, etc (SBK & GFK, 2002). As 

icons for pointing sites, the abbreviation of words is used. All the names of icons for sites are 

expressed in everyday language since sociotope mapping is expected to be used as a 

communication tool between planners and residents (Ståhle, 2007). Each open space expresses its 

characteristics and use by locales by the letters as follows. The main use values are (SBK &GFK, 

2002): Ba (Bad, swimming spot), Bo (Bollspel, ball-sport playground), E (Evenemang, recreational 

activities), F (Folkliv, lively place), G (Grön oas, green oasis), L (Naturlek, natural play area), Lp 

(Lekplats, playground), N (Vild natur, wilderness), P (Picknick, picnic), R (Ro, peace & quite), and 

U (Utsikt, view point). 

5.3. Examples of  sociotope map 

Sociotope map in Stockholm: Bagarmossen 

Sociotope maps in Stockholm have been created to cover most of the city and its surrounding 

regions. The maps, made in 2002, divided the city into 23 parts. Bagarmossen, which is a part of 

the map within the area of Skarpnäck, is presented as an example to show how the sociotope 

looks. 

 

The map below is a part of the sociotope map of Bagarmossen from Stockholm planning office.  
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Figure 8: sociotope map of Bagarmossen, partly taken from the map of Skarpnäck (SBK & GFK, 2002) 

The legend of the map is excluded due to a huge amount of information on it. Having a closer 

look in the district of Bagarmossen, the residential areas are surrounded by dark green-coloured 

green space, which means “open space with large social and cultural value”. The orange area 

indicates that valuable open space occupies 25-50 % of the area, and the brown, less than 25%. 

Green-dot lines (promenade paths) go through most of the area though some paths need to be 

newly developed (red-dot lines). Green spaces are identified and named. For example, the use 

values of “Bagarmossen skogård” (down part from the centre) are exemplified as followings: Bo, 

E, G, Lp, L. 

 

Since the sociotope concept was established in Stockholm, it has gained the attention of open 

space and green area planners year by year. Several Swedish municipalities including Uppsala have 

worked with the mapping, as well as some in Norway (Ståhle, 2009). The concept has been 

gradually spread. Here I introduce one example. 

 

Sociotope map in another city: “Gottsundaprocessen”-planning with dialogues through sociotope mapping: Uppsala, 

Sweden 

The Uppsala Urban Planning Administration introduced sociotope mapping in 2006 in order to 

encourage communication between planners and the local residents in Gottsuna, where many 
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social problems (low income, concentration of immigrants, etc.) occur. One of the aims was to 

identify the optimal areas for densification as well as to indicate areas of open spaces, and this 

was pursued through dialogues with the locals in different social groups by mapping (Ståhle, 

2006). The planners found a lack of open space in the central areas; people prefer to go to open 

spaces in the marginal areas, so a proposal for a new central plaza was created by consultants 

(Ståhle, 2006).  
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Summary and comparison of sociotope mapping and Green Map 

System in PART II  

Figure 9: Short comparison of sociotope mapping and GMS (by author) 

So far, a background review of two mapping systems - GMS and sociotope mapping – has been 

introduced through a discussion of the mapping processes, strategies, tools and the provision of 

practical examples. I have constructed a simple comparison of the two in Figure 9, which focuses 

more or less on general factors. The comparison cannot be applied to all the maps, especially 

GMs due to its flexibility and diversity. 

 

A driving force of sociotope mapping is the local authority, Stockholm city. GMS was originally 

initiated by a designer in N.Y. and it has spread at the global level. Therefore sociotope mapping 

has a planner‟s perspective whereas GMS has a citizen‟s perspective. Users are targeted for 

planners and planning experts in sociotope mapping, whilst GMS does not limit the target but 

rather is open for everyone. Sociotope map is result-oriented, since the maps are made for 

planners to use in analyzing the direct use value of the area or investigating public opinions. On 

the other hand, GMS puts the emphasis on the mapping process, because mapping is aimed at 

Sociotope mapping   

 

Green Map System 

Stockholm city, planning office (top-down)  Driving force GMS, mapmaker groups (bottom-up)  

Planner‟s perspective  Perspective of map Citizen‟s perspective  

Mostly planners, planning experts Target users Everyone 

One-direction (planner to local citizens)  Communication Interactive (among residents & mapmakers)  

More reliable as public document  Reliability of a map Less reliable, no authority  

Synthesis between planners and local 

citizens  

Main aim Empowerment of local communities through 

mapping for sustainable development 

Result (final map)-oriented  Vision, orientation Process (mapping)-oriented  

Use original icons  

(points, lines, polygons) 

 

Icons Use original icons from GMS +local icons 

(points, lines) 

Representation of direct use value  

 

Use values 

 

Representation of multiple values (direct, 

indirect) 

City , municipality Scale Neighbourhood, community, city, 

municipality 
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public involvement, capacity building and also environmental education (Green Map System, 

Inc., n.d.). Of course, people can become aware of local sustainability issues by using a published 

GM, but participation in the mapping process gives them more opportunities to rediscover the 

area and think deeper about how to represent their knowledge and opinions. Modes of 

communication differs between the two, since sociotope mapping is one-direction dialogue 

“planners ask, residents answer”, but GMS is rather interactive among residents and mapmakers. 

In terms of accuracy, sociotope mapping is more accurate and reliable than GMS as all the 

criteria for use values are precisely determined with figures, and the maps are authorized as a 

public document of the local government. The main aim of sociotope mapping lies in creating a 

synthesis between the planners and residents and making the distance between the two lesser 

(Ståhle, 2005) by mapping the direct use value of open space through observation and dialogues 

with citizens. According to the mission statement of GMS, Inc., GMS aims to empower local 

communities to build networks and work for sustainability through mapping (Green Map System, 

Inc., n.d.). 

 

Both mapping systems have created original icons. Sociotope mapping created icons which can 

illustrate points, lines and polygons while GMS created icons representing one spot or line, but 

cannot show an area with a polygon. Sociotope mapping was invented to represent direct use 

value of open space (Ståhle, 2008) and to investigate how open space is used by locals. GMS does 

not limit the values in direct use value, but represents both direct and indirect use values. Lastly, 

the scale of sociotope map covers the city or municipality, a rather huge area compared to the 

community maps by GMS, however GMS can cover macro or micro scale of areas depending on 

mapmaker groups. 
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PART III 

6. Case Study: Green Map Bagarmossen, Stockholm 

6.1. Backgrounds of Bagarmossen: Basic description of the 

location 

Bagarmossen is a district in Skarpnäck borough (stadsdelområde), Stockholm municipality, 

located in the southeast from the inner city of Stockholm (see Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Map of Bagarmossen in the overview of Stockholm City (Stockholm city, n.d.) 

In Bagarmossen, among the total population of 10,264, around 3,400 residents (33% of the total) 

have foreign backgrounds, mainly from Asia (9.6%), Africa (5.8%), and other EU countries 

(5.3%) (Stockholms stads utrednings- och statistikkontor AB, 2008). 

 

Recently, affordable accommodation in Bagarmossen is attracting new residents, especially 

Swedish younger generations with small children (L. Andersson, a member of Bagisgrannar, 

personal communication, 4 May, 2009). The portion of residents with foreign and Swedish 

backgrounds is relatively balanced when compared to other suburbs e.g. Husby in Stockholm, 

where immigrants occupy 80% of the population (Stockholms stads utrednings- och 

statistikkontor AB, 2008). The residential areas are spatially divided, with the area built during the 

Million Programme presenting as a massive, uniformed and fast construction of residential 

apartments in 1950s to 60s, located in the northern part of the area. The older areas consist of 

apartments and houses with lower heights in the southern part as shown in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11: Pictures of Bagarmossen (Left: Lagaplan, centre: apartments in the northern part, built during 

the Million Programme, right: the southern part, old and traditional area), by Akiko Sasaki 

 

6.2. Bagarmossen Green Map 

In December 2008, a mapmaker of Stockholm Green Map, StadensEko, discussed a new Green 

Map project. Bagarmossen was chosen as an area due to private preferences (one of the 

mapmakers comes from Bagarmossen), existence of active local citizen groups, and mixed 

residents (Swedish and non-Swedish) as mentioned above. This formed the first challenge of 

community mapping in Stockholm and active citizens working for the community and their 

networks were willing to help involve the locals within the mapmaking process.  

 

For making a GM in Bagarmossen, a mapmaker group was organized with some members from 

StadensEko, and others interested in GMS and living in Bagarmossen in around February 2009. 

The group has around 5-7 members including the author. A mapmaking leader is from 

StadensEko, who has made Stockholm GM in 2006. He is also a planner in the Stockholm 

planning office. Other members are architects, designers, a researcher and a student. This thesis 

followed the project from the meeting for brain storming and sharing ideas for GM for the 

community in December 2008, until the open house in Bagarmossen in May 2009.  

 

The project is still under the process of data collecting and data compiling after the open house. 

Since there is no deadline, it is not decided when to publish the map, or in which way (design 

tool, on a paper, etc). Furthermore, sponsors should be found who can support the cost for 

designing and printing. However, the citizen groups are expecting to develop the map at least 

before the next spring. 

There exist several local citizen groups in Bagarmossen. The groups of Bagisgruppen and 

Bagisgrannar became interested in joining the project. Bagisgruppen organizes cultural events 

especially within the arts, for residents including children and youngsters, every month. The 

participants are generally 55-80 people (2nd meeting of GM Bagarmossen, personal 
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communication, 2 Feb, 2009). For preparing the open house, Bagisgrannar provided 2,000 SEK 

to the mapmaker group.  

This procedure indicates the process of mapmaking of GM in Bagarmossen, from December 

2008 until May 2009 (See Figure 12).  

The first three processes (Aims, Questions, and Needs) were discussed over the course of several 

meetings by StadensEko, together with Bagisgruppen. The three processes are crucial in order to 

develop a basic direction for mapping. Thus the mapping leader introduced a community 

planning tool called the Seven Steps.  The Seven Steps is a tool for strategic community planning 

Process Time Contents 

1. Aims 

 

 

2. Questions 

2008 Dec –

2009 Jan 

 The aims (making GM at community level) and 

selection of the area were discussed among 

StadensEko. 

Feb-Mar  Meetings together with members from 

Bagisgruppen, Bagisgrannar 

 Discussions for deciding targets, goals, needs, 

outreach through the Seven Steps planning tool. 

3. Needs  Mar-Apr  Further discussions for preparations for the open 

house, funding, PR 

 Setting up a nomination box in the Bagarmossen 

library 

4. Outreach 

(Community 

involvement) 

May-  Open house at the library with Bagisgruppem 

 (Collaboration with Bagisgruppen for an art event 

in autumn?) 

5. Compiling May-  Compile all the nomination sheets into data file 

6. Products Undecided  Planned to be designed by GIS expert within a 

mapmaker group 

7. Sharing Undecided  Plans are either: print out and distribute, publish 

online, paint a map on the wall of subway 

station/culture house 

8. Renewal Undecided  Collaboration with local schools, etc. 

Figure 12: Time schedule and mapping process of GM Bagarmossen (by author) 
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developed in Canada, consisting of steps of discussing points: task, goals, facts, possibilities, 

options, assessment and decision (Boothroyd, 

1991). Within the step of “facts”, SWOT 

analysis is used. People are free to jump the 

steps, and to go back and forth when discussing 

(see Figure 13).  

 

1) Aims: Why are we doing this project? 

The aim of map making in Bagarmossen was 

discussed in the initial stage of meetings which 

began in December 2008, first only by 

StadensEko and then later together with the 

representatives of Bagisgruppen, which 

continued until February. The aim of GM in Bagarmossen is to make a map of the area through 

the participation of local residents from different ages, social groups working together to: 

introduce their own favourite places environmentally/socially/culturally; explain to outsiders 

what Bagarmossen is; create networks of citizen groups through mapping; and enhance the 

communication between the residents with the different backgrounds, and so on. Thereby the 

map focuses on the process of community mapping in order to gather local knowledge and 

describe the assets that exist there.    

 

2) Questions: What do we seek to learn or show about community? 

Through the discussion within the Seven Steps, members clarified that they would like to show 

local identity by through the favourite places of residents. GM can also represent negative sites 

such as dump sites or polluted areas, but based on the main aims, the group decided to focus on 

only positive places. 

 

3) Needs: Which kind of information is needed to answer our question? 

 

Several ideas were raised relating to the question of 

how to collect information from the local residents. 

The main method was to ask them to fill in a 

nomination sheet which was placed in the local library 

(see Figure 14) and also the sheet was used as a 

Figure 14: Nomination sheets and a box for 
Bagarmossen GM set in the local library  
(9 May, 2009, Akiko Sasaki) 

Figure 13: A meeting (StadensEko, Bagisgruppen) 

discussing by following the Seven Steps. (19 Feb, 2009, 

Akiko Sasaki) 
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method to collect the information during the open house.  

 

4) Outreach (community involvement): How can we involve community in pooling knowledge? 

In the Bagarmossen project, local residents were mainly involved by writing nomination sheets 

made by a map maker group. The nomination sheet asked residents to fill in their favourite place 

in Bagarmossen (not necessarily green areas) and the reason, as well as their name, age and 

address (see Appendix 4). Nomination sheets were put in the local library, distributed to a citizen 

group through meetings, and uploaded on the website of Bagarmossen GM.  

Information about favourite sites from residents was mainly gathered through organizing an 

event of open house on 9th of May, 2009 at the library of Bagarmossen (see Figure 15). At the 

open house, there were approximately 70-80 residents visited and a mapmaker group collected 

nomination sheets. The visitors were from different age groups and ethnics: families, old couples, 

teenagers, etc.  

 

Not only working inside the library, the group ensured that a table outside of the library was also 

set up, which was placed in the a central plaza of Bagarmossen (Lagaplan), and the mapmakers 

asked the pedestrians to fill in the sheets by offering home-made cakes and muffins.  

 

Besides the open house, another plan for community involvement has also been proposed (June, 

2009). Every autumn, a citizen group Bagisgruppen organizes “konstvandering” (art wondering/ 

walkaround). This event gathers a lot of people from Bagarmossen and other parts of Stockholm. 

Participants visit several art studios and see exhibitions by local artists by walking around 

Bagarmossen with a map (Bagisgruppen Meeting, personal communication, 19 May 2009). There 

is a plan for Bagarmossen GM to collaborate with this event and create opportunities to listen to 

local people in a more participatory way via discussions. During the event, GM Icons could be 

Figure 15: Pictures from the open house (9 May, 2009, Lennart Liberg) 
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chosen by residents and they can propose which kind of GM they would like to have, inviting a 

deeper participation amongst locals. 

 

5) Compiling: How can we pull together our findings and which icons should we choose? 

In total, around 75 nomination sheets have been collected so far (13 May, 2009). All the 

information needs to be checked and compiled as a data set.  

 

6) Products: How can we illustrate the findings? 

For designing a GM, GIS will be used and designed by one of the members in StadensEko.  

 

7) Sharing: How should we publish, launch, distribute to share a map? 

There are several possibilities to share a GM with locals. The map can be printed on paper, so 

that people can bring it with them for exploring the community. Or the map can be painted on a 

wall to be seen by everyone e.g. in an exit of a subway station or on the wall of the culture house, 

which is located in Lagaplan. The method of publishing the map needs to be discussed further, 

along with the consideration of costs and sponsorships.  

 

8) Renewal: What did we learn from mapmaking?  

Within the discussions, several ideas were raised by the mapmakers, such as GM making by 

school children by cooperating with the local schools, etc. These ideas might be used to make 

another version of GM later on. Renewal of GM by revising the sites is also crucial since some 

sites can be developed into different functions e.g. forests into residential areas, etc. later on.    

 

6.3. Survey of Community Evaluation: Value rose  

6.3.1.  Aim and method 

During the process of Outreach, I conducted a survey regarding community evaluation by locals. 

The survey attempted to apply a different community planning tool to GM and to investigate its 

usefulness for improving the mapping process. Within the mapping process of GM, there exist 

no specific tools for discussing the first phase: Aims and Questions, though this phase is crucial 

in determining the direction of mapping.  

There are already several possibilities for dealing with the first phase, such as the use of ordinary 

discussions and the Seven Steps, which the mapmaker group in Bagarmossen applied. However, 

a planning tool which can visualize the opinions would make discussions clearer and smoother 
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since it can avoid some typical problems in discussions, like the gap between the one who talks 

and those who keep silent. It occasionally happens that the opinions from the ones who are good 

at speech and at convincing others, tend to be given greater weight by other people (Forester, 

1999). But when all the opinions can be described in a diagram on paper, every opinion can be 

taken equally. 

 

For the survey, I applied the “value rose” from STEP, which stands for Sustainable Town 

Planning through Evaluation and Participation, developed by Arken, a Swedish architecture 

company (Einarsson, n.d.). I selected this planning tool since it covers the issues of sustainability 

in community comprehensively. It is also easy to understand and the result shown within the 

diagram clarifies the way in which the community is evaluated by the locals. As an action 

researcher, I investigated the possibility and usefulness of the value rose for improving GMS by 

giving the actual impact on the project in Bagarmossen. 

 

 In the value rose, sustainability is divided into four aspects: social, ecological, physical and 

economical sustainability. The detailed values can be modified depending on one‟s needs. The 

structure of value-rose was modified in this case, by putting GM Icons in each sustainability 

theme. The survey is presented on a poster with questions corresponding to the qualities and 

deficiencies in the community. The participants can simply put the prepared stickers on the 

poster. 

 

There is a risk that participant would be influenced by other stickers already put on by others, 

when he/she chooses the themes. Also some themes might be hard to understand, whilst others 

considered more catchy and popular.  
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Figure 16: Value rose applied for sustainability evaluation of Bagarmossen by using GM icons (Einarsson, 

n.d., modified by author) 

Figure 16 shows how GM Icons were applied into the value rose. The themes were taken from 

the original value rose, listed as key issues and simplified to make it easier for understanding.  

Each alphabet from “a” to “l” (see below) is corresponding to the theme for measuring 

sustainability taken by Arken and modified for Bagarmossen community by the author:  

 

Social sustainability 

a: Space for socializing 

Public open spaces which can be used as socializing with people 

b: Security/ integration 

Security of community and integration of different social groups (immigrants, ages, gender) 

c: Social/ cultural activities 

Social and cultural activities for community members, place and services for activities 
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Economic sustainability 

d: Ecological shops 

Shops or restaurants which handle eco products 

e: Local business 

Business based on/ working for local community 

f: Attractiveness for investors  

Attractive environment for investors and companies 

 

Physical sustainability 

g: Situation of toxic/ pollution 

Pollutions (air, noise, water, etc), whether they are problematic or not 

h: Quality of landscape (both natural and urban) 

Natural and urban landscape in community  

i: Public transportation/ bicycle path/ walking path 

Convenience of public transportation, whether bicycle/walking paths are well equipped  

 

Ecological sustainability 

j: Alternative energy 

Possibilities/situations of using alternative energies e.g. solar energy 

k: Recycling 

Situation of recycling 

l: Ecosystem/ biodiversity 

Situation of wild nature (flora and fauna) 

 

Within the value rose, each theme is not precisely defined. Rather, this is a measurement of 

subjective perceptions by local residents (Einarsson, n.d.).  

 

In each theme, 3 GM Icons were chosen corresponding to a theme. These icons help the people 

to visualize the theme and think better. Participants were asked two questions: 

Q1) What is good in Bagarmossen? Which kind of quality does it have? 

Q2) What is less good in Bagarmossen? What is missing and what can be improved here? 

I picked up these two questions since they were the basic questions asked through questionnaires 

by the Stockholm planning office through dialogues in sociotope mapping (SBK& GFK, 2002) 
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as indicated before. At the same time, these questions can easily be understood to evaluate the 

community. 

 

Figure 17: Pictures of the value rose used during the open house in Bagarmossen (9 May, 2009, Lennart 

Liberg) 

For each question, I prepared colour stickers (gold for Q1, blue for Q2) and asked people to 

choose 3 themes and put one sticker per theme for each question so that each could use 6 

stickers in total. The survey has been conducted during the open house, a meeting of 

Bagisgruppen, and in Bagishuset (community centre run by young people), and around 20 

persons participated in it (see Figure 17). Many of them enjoyed the survey and it always opened 

up small discussions among the participants such as “I like many green areas in Bagarmossen but 

we should improve the recycling system.” or “I moved here because of the convenient public 

transportation, but we need ecological shops, don‟t we?”  

 

The participants in the survey were visitors of the open house, members of citizen groups, and a 

person in Bagishuset. They participated in the survey randomly, though their opinions cannot be 

considered as representing the average opinions of residents. Most of the people visited the open 

house or in the citizen group were the ones being relatively motivated to work for community. 

The result of the survey thus can be biased and inaccurate. However, this survey is not intended 

to cover many opinions of residents; rather it is an attempt to investigate how the value rose can 

be utilized within a community mapping process. 

 

6.3.2. Result of survey  

After the survey, all the stickers were counted and exemplified by the author as Figure 18.   
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Figure 18: The result of community evaluation via the value rose with GM Icons in Bagarmossen 

(Einarsson, n.d. , modified by author) 

The yellow parts are corresponding to the number of stickers for “good points in Bagarmossen” 

and blue parts, “bad/ missing points in Bagarmossen”. The result clearly expresses certain 

tendencies. Firstly, it is obvious that b (security/integration), i (public transportation/bicycle path/walking 

path), and l (ecosystem/biodiversity) are highly valued by the locals. On the other hand, d (ecological 

shops), e (local business), and j (alternative energy) are considered lacking in Bagarmossen. In c (social/ 

cultural activities) and h (quality of landscape), people have different opinions. 

The value rose can clarify the characteristics of community, and the way in which people evaluate 

their own community. It enables locals to share their opinions easily by looking at the diagram, 

and visualizing in their minds. This time I have attempted to apply GM Icons to the value rose in 

order to help the survey participants to understand each theme easily. At the same time, it 

enhances understanding to utilize the semiological characteristic of GM Icons for visualizing 

abstract ideas about the local community. In other words, the icons function to concretize the 
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thoughts in the minds of residents. Participants can also learn and become familiar with concepts 

of GM Icons through using the value rose.    

As shown in Figure 18, it can be stated that Bagarmossen has rich wild nature, convenient 

transportation and well developed bike/walking paths, and a secure, integrated environment as 

characteristics of its local identity. Like the case for GM Bagarmossen, GM can be created with 

the aims to show local identities within a community. On the other hand, GM can also focus on 

controversial or problematic sites.  

 

The usefulness of the value rose was discussed earlier, yet use of the value rose could be used to 

create power deliberately by mapmakers. Within the value rose, GM Icons are described as 

examples, but choosing icons by mapmakers could limit the possibilities of participants to have 

free and flexible discussions. Also there still remain many parts to be improved. For instance, the 

individual icon can attract too much attention, so that some people place the stickers in 

accordance with a specific icon, and not for a whole theme. These points need to be considered 

for further improvement. However, the survey clarified the effectiveness of the value rose and it 

could be considered and developed to be used for further mapping process of GM for 

developing the aims and goals. 
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PART IV 

In part IV, two mapping systems, sociotope mapping and GMS are compared in terms of power 

relations, representation tools, and public participation (chapter 7). Based on the comparative 

analysis, the characteristics of the two are discussed by applying the theories from the theoretical 

framework. Subsequently, a series of recommendations follow, which stem from extracting the 

strengths of the two systems and seeking possibilities for integration. Impacts and the 

contribution of the value rose to GMS will be also discussed. 

 

7. Analysis and Discussion 

7.1. Comparison of the mapping process: GM and sociotope 

mapping 

7.1.1. Power issues in mapmaking –inner voice and outer voice 

As explained as one of the aims earlier, this thesis puts the spotlight on the social aspect of green 

area planning, especially with regard to notions of power. The connection between mapping and 

power can be discussed and analyzed through the application of theories of power relations in 

mapping. Harley (1989) brought the discussions of the relationship between power and mapping 

as mentioned in the theoretical framework.   

How can power generated within GM and sociotope mapping be analyzed by applying Harley‟s 

theory of inner- and outer voice? As Harley (1989) explains, a map is made through the power 

relation between the inner voice and outer voice. Mapping process is thus the process of 

negotiation and communication between the two. Based on this theory, the power relation within 

the two mapping systems could be explained.  

Figure 19 (p. 46) clarifies inner and outer voices from sociotope mapping and GMS. Since it is 

hard to generalize the power relation in GMS, the case of Bagarmossen is applied here. In 

sociotope mapping, inner voices are from planners and experts from the planning office and 

private consultants. External influences come from power holders - e.g. politicians or the 

Stockholm planning office - as an outer voice. Local residents participating in the mapping 

process can also be classified as outer voices. The local conditions influenced by local culture, 

society, planning system and economic situation should be also considered.  
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On the other hand, GM can be created by anyone and it is the decision of mapmakers with 

whom to collaborate and how much public participation to consider. In fact, if mapmakers come 

from the planning office, and GM is created for the sake of city, power generated as voices 

within mapping might be similar to the ones in sociotope mapping. In the case of Bagarmossen, 

the inner voice is the mapmaker group. The outer voices are: Green Map System, Inc., local 

citizen groups, local mapping participants and the external impact i.e. society, local culture, etc. in 

Bagarmossen.  

 

Mapmakers in both mapping systems would more or less struggle to try to negotiate between 

their internal opinions and external influences. During the process, it is difficult to distinguish 

how “loud” the outer voices are for each map. In sociotope mapping, the maps cannot be 

published without being approved by the local government. Plans represented on a sociotope 

map such as the preservation or development of land is also determined by the power holders 

and the planners (inner voice) have no power to change them. Green Map System, Inc. has 

certain influence over making of GM, since they formulated regulations and terms of conditions 

to register as a mapmaker of GM. However, Green Map System, Inc. cannot influence the 

mapmakers in deciding the areas, or to approve something – in, for instance, comparison with 

 Inner voice  Outer voice  

Sociotope mapping o Planners  

o Experts  

 

o Power holders (e.g. politicians, 

municipality)  

o Local participants  

o Society, local culture, economic 

situation, etc. in Stockholm 

Green Map System 

(In the case of GM 

Bagarmossen) 

o Mapmaker group o Green Map System, Inc. 

o Local citizen groups 

(Bagisgruppen, Bagisgrannar) 

o Local mapping participants during 

the open house 

o Society, local culture, economic 

situation, etc. in Bagarmossen 

Figure 19: Comparison of inner/ outer voice in sociotope mapping and GMS (in the case of GM Bagarmossen) 

(by author) 
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the power holders in sociotope mapping - but rather, GMS Inc. provides necessary tools for 

mapping when the mapmakers themselves want to start a mapping project. 

 

However, comparing the citizen‟s voice in sociotope mapping with GM Bagarmossen, the inner 

voice as represented within sociotope mapping would be louder than as represented in GM, since 

the inputs for a map are more dependent on the data from observations and evaluations of the 

open spaces by planners than on public opinions (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 

May, 2009). On contrary, GM Bagarmossen cannot be created without the outer voice of local 

mapping participants since all the sites represented on a map are supposed to come from them. 

Selection and evaluation of the sites are dependent on the local mapping participants, though the 

icons will be selected by the mapmakers group. In this sense, the outer voice may be louder in 

GM, compared to sociotope mapping.  

 

7.1.2. Representation tools: GM Icons and use values  

The representational tools used within a map also clarify the power relations behind a map 

explicitly, as well as connections between mapping and power.  

As explained in chapter 5, sociotope maps cover wider values (accessibility, proportion of the 

green in space, etc) in open space. Besides use values (picnic place, play area, etc), they describe 

proportions of green area, and how much the area is covered by valuable open space. They also 

show which areas are planned to be improved or protected as open space (SBK & GFK, 2002).  

Figure 20 illustrates the basic comparison of icons in both mapping system: GM Icons and use 

values by sociotope map. One of the biggest differences between the two lies in the fact that a 

sociotope map (as opposed to GM) also represents planning policy, which asserts sovereignty, as 

claimed by Wood (1992). For instance, the walking path in sociotope maps can be illustrated 

either existing walking path (green) or suggested path (red).  As explained earlier, sociotope 

mapping contains different kinds of representation tools (points, lines and polygons) while GMS, 

only points and lines. Thereby Figure 20 shows only the comparable points and lines from the 

main icons of the two mapping systems.  

 

As other points shown in Figure 20, GM Icons are more specific, especially for ecological 

features e.g. different habitats. Compared to use values in sociotope mapping, GM Icons are 

much clearer to point out what this area is for on a map. 
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Figure 20: Comparison of GM icons and use values in sociotope map (by author) 

 Another difference is that in GM, mapmakers and local mapping participants select GM Icons, 

which already exist, though they can create their own local icons if necessary. On contrary, use 

values in sociotope mapping are created by planners through the mapping process after collecting 

Green Map: GM Icons Sociotop map: use values 

 

E (Evenemang, recreational activities) 

 

F (Folkliv, lively place) 

 

G (Grön oas, green oasis) 

 

L (Naturlek, natural play area), Lp (Lekplats, 

playground) 

 

N (Vild natur, wilderness) 

  

(no specific icons for picnic) 

P (Picknick, picnic) 

 

R (Ro, peace & quite) 

 

U (Utsikt, view point) 

 

(gångstråk, walking  path) 

(New suggested walking path to 

create) 
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the information through public participants (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 

2009). What does this difference indicate? As discussed above, GM Icons are easy and simple to 

understand. This is because the system is designed for mapping participants to choose the sites 

by referring to the icons. Sociotope mapping does not have to consider that point, as the icons 

are made by planners through compiling data after the public dialogues. 

 

Accuracy of the values is also a point of distinction between GM and sociotope map. As 

explained in chapter 4, one of the risks of GM is that the choice of the icons is up to mapmaker 

groups and participants, which does not require any accuracy. On the other hand, sociotope 

mapping has set up indicators showing the reasons behind choosing use values. For example, 

icon R (ro, peace & quiet) is decided by measuring noise within the area (SBK &GFK, 2002). 

 

7.1.3. Degree of public involvement 

Sociotope mapping 

Interviews with the city planners and a review of public documents clarified that the degree of 

public involvement within sociotope mapping is rather small. Public meetings were certainly held, 

but in most of the areas in Stockholm, the main public participation was through questionnaires 

and interviews (Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 2009) as described in the 

previous chapter. When applying it to the ladder of citizen participation (Fig. 2, p. 13), sociotope 

mapping might be located on the 3rd (informing) or 4th rung (consultation) in the ladder (Arnstein, 

1969, p.2). Stockholm city has held open public meetings and residents were invited, yet this is 

one directional communication: residents speak and planners listen. Sociotope mapping was 

created by the planning office and planners need to visit communities and ask what they need to 

know as a process of data collection for mapping. At the same time, one of the aims in sociotope 

mapping is to create a communication tool and reduce the distance between citizens and planners 

(Ståhle, 2006). However, maps are created with a planning oriented “expert” perspective and 

cannot be easily used by citizens due to their complexity, as described in the previous chapter. 

Sociotope planners themselves recognize difficulties in considering it as a communication tool 

(Borg & Elgström, personal communication, 18 May, 2009). Moreover, public participation is not 

yet considered for the revised version. The use is also limited to the planners and published only 

as a web-based product. This gives some indications that the sociotope maps are moving away 

from the public view and the aim for being a communication tool. When the citizens become 

aware of the existence of sociotope mapping and its affects upon  actual planning practice, some 

communities would be keen to help mapping. In that sense, the movement become bottom-up, 
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so that interactive communication between residents and planners would be possible, enhancing 

their ability to climb the ladder of Arnstein (1969). 

 

Green Map System 

In the case of GM, the degree of public involvement cannot be easily measured since it differs in 

each GM. However, according to the mapping process stated in handbooks and brochures of 

how-to make a GM, local mapping participants join from outreaching local information until 

choosing the icons for each nominated site (Lydon, 2005). A mapmaker group can be planners, a 

teacher with school kids, or a citizen group. In any cases, inclusion of many local residents is 

limited only to the time to nominate the sites on a map. 

 

In GM Bagarmossen, local mapping participants have only joined in the process of gathering the 

information about the sites to put on a map. In this sense, the position in the ladder of Arnstein 

(1969) would be similar to that of sociotope mapping. However, GM Bagarmossen is all 

organized and initiated by citizens and there is no intervention of governmental power. If the 

map is published and the planning office would like to use it as a reference for some planning 

practice, this indicates that the GM activity would proceed to be able to build a partnership (the 6th 

rung) or have a delegated power (the 7th rung) according to Arnstein (1969). 

  

The value rose can also contribute for improving public involvement. During the project in 

Bagarmossen, this method was demonstrated as a trial to see whether it is useful for GM making. 

In order to make it easier to involve people from the early stage, the value rose would be helpful. 

When starting to discuss the aims and goals of a map, people can start with putting stickers and 

making a value rose for their community evaluation. Based on it, discussions can start in deciding 

the details. A mapmaker group could also walk around in a community to collect the opinions 

(stickers on a poster) for the value rose as a first step, and then use it as basic information for 

deciding the direction of mapping.  

 

Comparisons 

By comparing public participation within the two mapping systems, the preceding discussion has 

clarified that the situation of public participation is located more or less at the same level (the 3rd 

or 4th rung) for both of them in the ladder of Arnstein (1969). However, GMS contains a 

potential to climb up the ladder, while sociotope mapping might have a possibility to climb down 

the ladder according to the present situation (see Fig. 21).  
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Figure 21: Comparison of degree of public participation in GMS (in the case of GM Bagarmossen) and 

sociotope mapping by applying the ladder of citizen participation by Arnstein (1969). (Arnstein, 1969, p.2, 

arrows are added by author)  

The difference here between the two mapping systems is based on the degree of participation 

within decision making: who decides, essentially, how the area should be represented on a map. 

In sociotope mapping, citizens are excluded from the process of selecting use values and 

evaluation of open space. Representation of a map is completely dependent on how planners 

interpret the public opinions and compile them together with their results of observations and 

expert evaluations. On the other hand, mapping participants in GM are able to choose icons by 

themselves within the process of Outreach. This indicates that decisions from the citizens can be 

directly reflected on a map. Within GM making, again there are big differences from map to map: 

some maps focus on public involvement whereas others do not, and a map can be only for their 

own aims e.g. an educational tool for school children.  

 

7.2. Discussion and Recommendation 

7.2.1. Discussion 

Based on the comparisons of the mapping systems and the survey in Bagarmossen, discussions 

and recommendation follow in order to investigate possibilities for public participation. As 

discussed earlier, GMS is more flexible and diverse in aims, mapping process, mapmakers and 

places compared to sociotope mapping. The flexibility and diversity of GM could bring about 

differences in quality.  Obviously a GM created by mapping experts has much better quality than 

the one created by school children in terms of design and mapping techniques. There is no sense 

in comparing and evaluating different GMs, since the mapping process is more important than 

Sociotope 

mapping  

GM 

Bagarmossen  
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the outcome. However; at the same time, the mapping process is also up to mapmakers, a 

procedural characteristic which should be carefully considered. Each mapmaker group has its 

own ideas about how to involve publics into mapping. Although enhancement of public 

participation is taken as one of the aims in GM (Green Map System, Inc.), many GMs solicit 

public participation in their own ways, without any procedures or measures of how it is supposed 

to be done. Some of the GMs were created by municipalities or governments and in those cases, 

it might happen that a municipality creates GM without any public participation, though they 

might claim that the map represents a collection of local opinions (or whatever they want). 

 

In the case of Bagarmossen, one of the main aims is to gather local knowledge of the community 

and show local identity to the people outside of community. In the process of outreaching, 

however, these aims were not shared by local participants who filled in the nomination sheets and 

were asked to designate their favourite places in Bagarmossen. If the aims would be shared and 

participants know how their opinions affect a map, they would choose the sites more suitable for 

their aims more deeply, and the result would be different (Ernstson, personal communication, 19 

May, 2009). The information was collected through one-way communication since the 

opportunities for local participants to give opinions were limited to nomination sheets. Though 

the mapmaker group had some meetings with representatives from the citizen groups several 

times and discussed the key points (aims, goals, etc) together, still some workshops or walk tours 

could be organized to include more local mapping participants. Particularly it is important to let 

the participants choose the icons, because this process could generate power of representation, as 

previously discussed.  

 

However, all these activities are hard to realize in practice and there exist many restraints. First of 

all, the mapping activity in Bagarmossen is done voluntarily and everyone in the group is 

occupied by ordinary jobs. This makes it hard for members to organize meetings, set up 

schedules and devote their time for mapping. It is also an important factor that there was only 

one person experienced in GM making, so that the group was mostly driven by his leadership. In 

any movement, in my opinion, strong leadership is a key point for success when it leads people 

and motivates them. This circumstance can. However, bring some uncertainty to group 

organization as well, since a group does not function without his existence.  

 

Also, it is difficult to satisfy the needs for qualitative and quantitative mapping processes. 

Organizing workshops is time-consuming for both mapmakers and local residents. And only the 
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residents interested in the activity tend to come, so that the information gathered through them 

cannot cover varieties of local opinions (Ståhle, personal communication, 6 Feb, 2009). On the 

other hand, simple questionnaires in the open house are able to collect more diverse opinions 

easily and fast. Many people passing through Lagaplan were stopped and just asked to fill in the 

sheets during the open house in Bagarmossen. All these obstacles in GMS would not appear in 

sociotope mapping, as it is a project driven by a municipality, which holds responsibilities as a 

public institution.  

   

Despite all the difficulties, GM in Bagarmossen still contains the potential to be a “story” to 

weave other communities in Stockholm into GM making (Ernstson, personal communication, 19 

May, 2009). Ernstson and Sörlin (2009) explain that the existence of a successful or convincing 

story has a strong impact on weaving a movement in society. A story can be shared, spread, and 

attract other projects and people. If Bagarmossen can demonstrate how GM contributes to 

improving community in terms of building local identity or visions as well as making chances for 

communications among residents, this can become a story to be told to others.  

 

Are there any ideal methods for public participation which can be applied in any situation? The 

highest level in the ladder of citizen participation is “citizen control”, where power for decision 

making is completely delegated to citizens from the city (Arnstein, 1969). Is that the stage we 

should reach? The discussion by Arnstein (1969) might lack the concept of “governance”, rather 

looking more or less at the issue of how power should be delegated from the local government to 

citizens. As Healy (1998) discusses, local policy culture composes urban governance, which is 

more than the power balance between the government and citizens but rather also covers the 

cooperation of different sectors, and the interrelationships among them, required for improving 

the quality of local policy culture. Public participation could play an important role for capacity 

building of citizens, and the institutional capacity among all stakeholders, as well as developing 

holistic views of planning with partnerships among several stakeholders: citizens, politicians, 

academics, business actors, for instance. And mapping can be an effective tool for enhancing 

public participation, allowing that participation to work effectively within the framework of 

governance for sustainability.  

 

7.2.2. Recommendations 

How can both GMS and sociotope mapping be improved? Is it possible for both to learn from 

each other? As reflecting upon by Healy (1998), GMS and sociotope mapping contain high 
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potentials for building collaborative relationships. Mapping activity generates a place for 

integration, which is considered to be one of the main concepts for the “collaborative turn” in 

planning (Healy, 1998). Also, Healy (1998) focuses strongly upon the use of local knowledge, and 

it should be noted that GMS indeed works to crystallize local knowledge as it is visualized 

through a map. 

 

At the moment, planners in sociotope mapping are considering working together with GMS, 

which could bring better outcomes for both of them (Borg & Elgström, personal 

communication, 18 May, 2009). In order to consider integration, the main features of the two 

systems need to be clearly illustrated. Thus the features of the two are analyzed by SWOT 

analysis. Based on the SWOT analysis of the two mapping systems, SWOT of their integration is 

also presented, and the combined result is shown Figure 22. In Figure 22, main strengths, 

opportunities, weaknesses, and threats from the two mapping systems and the case of integration 

are explained.  

 

Figure 22: SWOT analysis of: sociotope mapping, GMS, and integration of GMS and sociotope mapping 

in Stockholm  
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Sociotope mapping 

The main strength of sociotope mapping is that it has been established by planning professionals 

as an accurate mapping tool for measuring the direct use value of open space. It is also a 

comprehensive mapping system covering a number of different aspects: public opinions 

(favourite places), accessibility, the results of observation, for instance. This fact brings reliability 

to the maps. Sociotope mapping is also aimed to build a closer relationship between the citizens 

and planners in order to avoid unnecessary conflicts regarding development plans between them. 

However, sociotope maps cannot be considered to work in the way that they aim. The process of 

public involvement has not been fully developed in an interactive way and the revised version of 

the maps is disconnected from the citizens. At the same time, there remain doubts as to their 

effectiveness - to what extent sociotope maps are evaluated and used within the actual planning 

situations. 

 

GMS 

As strength, GMS has developed a bottom-up mapping approach for bringing sustainability 

issues in community and enhancing public participation through mapping. GMS also presents the 

opportunity for its use in the capacity building of communities. The mapping process can be the 

starting point for rethinking the area and improving the current situation. However, lack of 

accurate information can be considered a weakness to the reliability of the map as a resource. As 

a threat, GMS does not have a specific guideline and measurements indicating how to make a 

GM, although some suggestions are provided in a brochure or handbook. On the other hand, 

this gives mapmakers freedom, which could, however, in turn bring about the misuse of GM. 

 

Integration of the two mapping systems 

Based on the preceding SWOT analysis, several points addressing the notion of integrating 

sociotope mapping and GMS can be discussed. If GM Bagarmossen would work as a pilot 

project and be spread amongst other communities, planners would be able to listen to local 

knowledge at a smaller scale than the existing sociotope maps. For planners, organizing public 

meetings in all the areas is practically difficult, but GMs in communities could help them to do 

so. Also, the discussions and meetings are not held by planners but the locales themselves, which 

breaks a “planners listen- residents talk” situation and enhances interactive communication. 

When GM activity could have impacts on actual planning process, people would be more eager 

to participate since it would not end only within the community but would be connected to the 

actions of the municipality. By spreading GMS throughout different communities, social 
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networks among them would be also increased through sharing know-how or the maps 

themselves. Also, it would contribute to capacity building of communities and sustainability 

education amongst the citizens, by becoming familiar with the concepts of sustainable 

development from GMS and the mapping activity.  

 

As a threat, there is a risk that the mapping activities could be preoccupied by governmental 

power (Ernstson, personal communication, 19 May, 2009).  When GMS works together with the 

planning office, the power relations behind the mapping process would be changed. As described 

in the power relation of inner/outer voice, the political decision makers can become a patron 

when sociotope mapping and GMS become integrated. In this sense, there would be a risk that 

GM making in communities might be influenced by the power from Stockholm city, which 

would spoil GM making as a bottom-up citizen activity. 

It can always happen that citizen participation can be interpreted in a profitable way by planners 

or politicians, which brings conflicting dialogue and, as a result, the project would remain at the 

lower rungs of the ladder of citizen participation by Arnstein (1969).  

 

However, as discussed before, it is difficult to know whether sociotope maps actually are used by 

planners in different planning practices (Interview to Borg & Elgström, 2009). Thereby even if 

GMS merges with sociotope mapping, it cannot ensure that the information from GMs would be 

utilized by planners or not. Furthermore, it is also crucial to consider how this integration would 

be evaluated by politicians in the city council, since mostly decisions are made by them after the 

development of planning proposals. 

 

At the same time, the flexibility and diversity of GMS might become a concern for the planning 

office. Lack of accurate data and the relatively free style of the mapping process would be 

weaknesses if GM were to be considered a public document. In that case, a standardized and 

comprehensive guideline for GM making in communities in Stockholm would need to be 

developed, together with StadensEko, GM Bagarmossen, and planners, through the supervision 

of Green Map System, Inc.  

 

Another weakness is that the size of the current mapmaker group in Stockholm is really small. 

StadensEko is rather a loosely connected group of people interested in GMS, 7 persons in the 

group and around 20 persons in total together with GM Bagarmossen (Goldstein, personal 

communication, 7 June, 2009). Moreover, they have no office or someone specially working for 
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the group, but rather each member has a job and they are willing to spend their free time on 

mapping activities (Goldstein, personal communication, 16 Oct, 2008). All the activities for 

collaboration with the city, creating networks of communities for GM and generating a set of 

guidelines burdens StadensEko, which would most probably be unable to handle these tasks. In 

this case, setting up a new organization specially working for GM community mapping in 

Stockholm needs to be considered.    

Based on these points, a scenario for a flow of planning practice and cooperation of the different 

stakeholders is proposed in Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23: Scenario of integration of GMS and sociotope mapping in Stockholm 

First of all, each community in Stockholm would discuss the current situation of their community 

and evaluate it, using the value rose. That will clarify the existing needs and qualities within the 

area and make it clearer why and how to start making GM. The value rose could work to put an 

impact as a first step to decide the aims and goals. The communities can start with community 

evaluation via the value rose as a starting point of mapping. Through the value rose, GMs can be 

created depending on the wishes or aims of a community: what they want to achieve by GM. On 

one side, GM needs to be uniformed in order to be compiled together with other GMs, through 
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certain guidelines and rules. But on the other side, each GM should be represented in its unique 

way, since each community has different circumstances and needs. GM needs to be created 

through cooperation with a new Stockholm GM organization for community mapping as well as 

GMS, Inc. Their maps will be shared with other mapmakers in the world through the homepage 

of GMS and the main office in New York. As many communities participate and make GMs, a 

network among communities in Stockholm (also outside through the web) could be established. 

Then, these maps would be combined with sociotope maps made by planners. Since sociotope 

maps aim to cover large areas and exclude small spaces, GMs can become a complement to 

providing further information about local areas for both planners and citizens. Data from both 

maps would be integrated into the comprehensive plan as well as other planning practices in 

Stockholm. The planning office and Stockholm community GM group also need opportunities 

for discussion during the integration process. At the same time, as the orange arrow illustrates 

within the diagram, the voice of citizens would therefore be delivered to the planning office.  

 

“Future GM”? 

From another perspective, GM is a map which reflects the current situation of an area. However, 

there must be a possibility to describe the future by GM as well. As described earlier, the value 

rose could be utilized as a first step for GM making. Within the value rose, the points to be 

improved in the community are expressed. These points could contribute to develop GMS 

further to include the pubic desires for change. If a mapmaker group and local mapping 

participants can identify the places to be improved, they should tell others “where” and “how” 

they want to change the community by describing on GM. For instance, in Bagarmossen, the 

value rose shows the needs for local business in the community e.g. local markets. Further, many 

claimed a lack of recycling systems and stations. Then a current site would be presented in black 

for instance, and a “future” site could be proposed and presented in blue as following: 

existing site:  and the ”future” site planned by community: .  

 

Through dialogues in the process of mapping, these desirable sites could be selected on GM just 

like other present sites. In that way, the power of local mapping participants can be represented 

directly on a map, as sociotope maps are able to represent. In this sense, GM can function as a 

proposal for future planning in community. Also, this form of decision making through mapping 

helps to climb the ladder of citizen participation of Arnstein (1969) by proposing the direct 
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visions of inhabitants. When all the future sites would be added on a community map, the map 

would illustrate the vision of the community, through the blue GM Icons. 
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8. Conclusion  

The thesis has attempted to compare two mapping systems. Both could contribute to create an 

arena for interactive communication for citizens and planners and also bring out local knowledge 

and make explicit spatial discourse, through mapping. Each mapping system was introduced 

within the text through an explanation of its background, mapping process and strategies. 

Subsequently, GM Bagarmossen was highlighted as an actual mapping project through a case 

study, contributing to an analysis of the way in which power relations and public participation 

processes differ between the two maps. This analysis connected to a series of recommendations 

addressing the possibility for the integration of GMS and sociotope mapping. 

 

The theories in collaborative planning, community identity, and mapping and power created the 

framework to support the discussions of public participation through mapping. GM plays a 

significant role in reinforcing public participation at community level, which would contribute to 

building the concept of Gemeinschaft as Tönnies (1887, ed. 2001) explains it. Building Gemeinschaft 

and cultivating the relations among residents and the feeling of belonging would contribute to 

empowering communities in sustainable development.  

  

As discussed earlier, maps can be influential as a story-teller which visualizes the interests and 

opinions of different stakeholders. When citizens are involved in a mapping process, local 

knowledge and public opinions will be reflected through a map. This process would also enhance 

urban governance capacity i.e. “integrative place-making, inclusive stakeholders involvement, use 

of „local‟ knowledge”, etc. as Healy (1998, p. 1536) indicates. At the same time, the ladder of 

citizen participation by Arnstein (1969) contributes to measure the relationship between citizens 

and power holders. It clarifies the degree of public participation present in the two mapping 

systems, and provides a framework for the analysis of which direction they might move in: 

towards higher or lower degrees of participation. Based on the preceding research which focused 

upon both GMS and sociotope mapping (including Action Research in Bagarmossen), it can be 

concluded that they would both be useful systems in order to take action to climb up the ladder 

of participation, through the activity of making a map.  

 

As clarified in comparative analysis (Chapter 7.1.1), the concept of “inner voice” and “outer 

voice” adopted from the work of Harley (1989) clearly supports the analysis of power relations 

within the mapping process. The value rose used in GM Bagarmossen would be a useful tool in 
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analyzing the outer voice, particularly the citizens‟ opinions. The theoretical concepts regarding 

power and mapping have been developed mainly by cartographers e.g. Harley (1989) and Wood 

(1992; 2002). These theories are highly relevant to the planning field and they could open up new 

perspectives for planners and researchers. This thesis might function as a bridge to combine two 

fields and bring a unique viewpoint to both of them.   

 

This thesis does not intend to evaluate the two mapping systems by comparing their good or bad 

attributes. Rather, it posed the challenge of extracting the benefits, and points to learning from 

both mapping systems, in seeking ways to improve the current situation of public participation. 

The project in Bagarmossen was an opportunity to get to know the actual process for mapping 

GM, and to consider the possibilities for better public participation. The Action Research has 

encouraged the author to join the project at a deeper level, and to think about ways in which the 

process might be improved. The AR approach would be suitable for research in public 

participation, since the factors in public participation (stakeholders, processes, etc) are complex 

and correlated to each other, and the method is also flexible in accommodating change. When 

certain inputs would be provided to the process of public participation (such as advice, 

consultations, or new tools for discussion), the researchers are able to record the reflections of 

the stakeholders upon these developments, which allow them to investigate the question: “how 

can we improve in order to get better outcomes?”   It might not be possible to generalize, and 

pose that AR works well in all cases of public participation research; however, in Bagarmossen, it 

functioned in the tasks of having better communication with the mapmakers and inventing a new 

tool for community evaluation, because the position of the action researcher motivated the 

author to make the project successful. In the case of an ordinary position of a researcher, he/she 

observes a project and collects information as objectively as possible, but the outcome of a 

project is out of his/her hands.  

 

Regarding transferability of the integration scenario of the two systems, there is a high potential 

for applying it into different cities and countries, since both mapping systems are already 

conducted in other areas outside of Stockholm. Therefore, the scenario would have possibility to 

be transferred. Especially in the areas in which GMs already exist, networks and support for local 

governments could be developed in order to start implementing sociotope mapping.   

 

From another point of view, GM should not be considered as the one and only method for public 

participation. GMS does certainly provide a unique and effective tool by using the power of 
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mapping and representing the spatial discourse of citizens. However, there might be more direct 

and influential ways to communicate with power holders. Especially in the situation where 

citizens want immediate action against development plans or to build consensus with 

stakeholders over a specific planning site. Sociotope mapping should also be considered as just 

one of the planning tools, containing the possibility for bridging the spectrums of citizens and 

planners. At the same time, by integrating both the mapping systems, synergy effects would 

surely be created and bring about a better system and communication arena for both local 

authorities and citizens. That is one of the ways for mapping to contribute to the sustainable 

society in the future. 
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9. Critical assessment 

With respect the present thesis work, a number of points could be mentioned which provide 

critical assessments for further research work. First of all, the limited amount of time available 

has restrained many parts of the research. In the theoretical part, a number of theories could be 

more deeply discussed - especially those addressing notions of space, and the way in which space 

affects the behaviour of people, particularly with regard to the way in which people evaluate open 

space regarding time, design, culture, and so on. Especially theories developed by Henri Lefebvre 

and Michel Foucault could be of interest to further theoretical discussion. If time allows, GM 

Bagarmossen as an outcome would need to be evaluated e.g. how the final map represent the 

community and local opinions. Locales could be asked how they like the map or whether it is 

useful, etc.  

 

With respect to my work with the value rose, I feel that I was not able to inform the locals as to 

the aim of survey well, during the open house in Bagarmossen, which may have brought about 

some misunderstanding of the survey for some of the participants. Lack of local knowledge of 

Stockholm and language hindered my deeper understanding of local, cultural and social contexts 

though, on one hand, it allowed me to have free and flexible thoughts. Also, with regard to my 

research of sociotope mapping, I believe that surveying the opinions about sociotope maps from 

the citizens‟ point of view would enable deeper comparisons between the two mapping systems. 

At the same time, it would be helpful to investigate the degree to which sociotope maps are 

actually are used within planning practice. In this study, the research addressing sociotope 

mapping focused mainly on the case of Stockholm, since most of the materials and guidelines 

were established in the Stockholm planning office. However, other sociotope maps outside of 

Stockholm could have different approaches. It indicates that further research could also be 

focused on comparisons of sociotope maps from different municipalities. 

 

In the present paper, I have conducted the research based on an assumption that sustainable 

green area planning and conservation do contribute to improvement of citizens lives, and that 

publics agree on this. However, in reality it can frequently happen that citizens participate in 

activities which are against the concept of “sustainable city planning” which planners believe in. 

There might be more or less a gap between what citizens believe is “good” and what planners 

believe. As the term ochlocracy (the politics which are driven by mobs) indicates, the result of 

reaching better public participation might lead to tragic outcomes in community. This aspect 

could also be brought to any further research. 
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1. Interview to Alexander Ståhle (one of the founders of sociotope mapping)  

Date: 6/Feb/2009 Place: a café in Stockholm 

Participants: Akiko Sasaki, Max Goldstein  

Interviewee: Alexander Ståhle 

 Sociotope mapping is conducted through observation plus interviews, questionnaires, we cannot 

really know about the place without knowing what (which kind of a story) they tell and what they 

actually do. 

 Accessibility analysis is heavily considered. (how long it takes to get to a park/green space) 

  Sociotope mapping focuses on direct use value. I exaggerate about it maybe too much on the 

paper, but the modernism planning focuses too much on indirect use value based e.g. Le 

Corbusier. These planners only made a plan by thinking how a city should look like from the 

window, not thinking on the ground based on the users. There are already too many attentions on 

the indirect use value. 

 Usually we make several focus groups. These groups can be a group from a local sport club, 

church, schools, etc. And planners go to them and ask questions and also bring some discussions. 

Sociotope mapping is not only gathering information by locales but we also discuss the opinions. 

 Green Map seems really interesting, but the difference from sociotope mapping might be that 

Green Map can be made only by the people who are interested in the environment; on the other 

hand sociotope mapping covers all the types of people in the local area.  

 Usually young people are considered less motivated to participate in these planning activities but 

they are surprisingly cooperative.  

 I don‟t know about the impacts of sociotopkarta in the recent planning activities like 

översiktsplan or planning strategy. You should ask to the actual planner for that. 

 I have read the översiktsplan from Stockholm 2008 and I got surprised that the strategy has been 

really changed. They hesitated for urban development but now I see a strong will for that… 
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2. Interview to city planners working with sociotope mapping (Katarina Borg & Ludwig 

Elgström) 

Date: 18/May/2009 Place: Tekniska nämndehuset, Stockholm 

Interviewer: Akiko Sasaki 

Interviewees: Katarina Borg and Ludvig Elgström 

1. Public participation in Stockholm 

How much impact does sociotope map have for the actual planning process? 

 Sociotope map can be considered as basic information showing the values of open spaces over 

Stockholm. It is deeply connected to comprehensive plan (översiktsplan) made in 2008 as well as a 

park program. All the sociotope maps published are available for everyone on the internet, and each 

planner can use it for their own project as a reference. However, we don‟t really know how many 

planners are actually using them. But for sure, every planner knows the existence.   

 

How much public participation is actually needed in Stockholm right now you think?  

 The process of citizen involvement is organized as a legal procedure. First there is a program 

developed by planners and citizen involvements are required for consultations (samråd) within detail 

plans. In some areas, public participation is active such as in Kärtorp or Årsta so we have lots of 

meetings, public hearings even before starting a program.  

 The needs for public participation are also dependent on political will. Planners can enhance but the 

decisions from politicians are influential. 

 

Do you think there is a problem of involving people in different age groups? 

 Yes. In the public meetings, there are always lots of elderly people but we have less chance to talk 

with others. 

 Once we did a survey about the comprehensive plan to people on Satuday in 4 big shopping malls in 

Stockholm which were crowded with people for Christmas shopping. We could talk with so many 

people and they all knew about the comprehensive plan but had no chance or never thought about 

going to a meeting because they have no time for that. 

 

Can sociotop maps be considered as a “communication tool” as Ståhle (2006) explains? 

 Sociotope maps have a planner‟s perspective and expert-oriented. Of course we can use them to ask 

local people about the area, but Green Map can be used more as a communication tool with residents. 

 Sociotope map shows how open spaces, does not say any opinions like how city should develop the 

areas.    
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2. Public involvement process in sociotope mapping 

Is a sociotope map considered as a tool for public participation? 

 First of all, sociotope map is made in a larger scale covering a city so that it doesn‟t really describe 

details at community level.  

 Sociotope map is made by public participation such as through interviews, public meeting, surveys, 

etc. But this is not only the tool for it in Stockholm, since sociotope map is rather an indicator of 

open space values. 

 Sociotope maps are not made only through public involvements but we rely on also observations by 

planners. And public participations have not been done in all the areas in Stockholm. Some areas have 

not researched but generalized by other data from different places. 

  

The use values represented in a map, are they created before making a map or afterwards? 

 The values (icons) were made after taking the opinions from the residents and discussed within 

planners deeply to choose which icons to take.  

 

Are there any final checks by residents about a map? 

 So far not. For trevised maps, we are thinking to ask people what they think about maps we made in 

some areas (stickprov).  

 

3. Revision of sociotop maps and the future plan 

What is the main aim for revision?  

 We check how the development plans have been changed since the sociotope maps had been made: 

which places have been built up, which have been added as a natural conservation area, etc. We check 

the data from landspace architects and local administrations. 

 It is for checking what we have created so far to increase open space values. 

 Also we are making maps simpler and easier to use online. The paper version of maps (existing ones) 

wouldn‟t be removed from the website but these wouldn‟t be updated. What we are making is the 

ones online and all the use values can pop up when you click each open space. The values of areas, 

landscape sites or others are also removed to make it simpler. 

 The revised version of maps are uploaded only on the sharing program within Stockholm planning 

office, but in the future it would be shared online with everyone interested. 

 Sociotope maps are connected with spatial analysis of accessibility to open space. The accessibility is 

highly considered by guild lines for the comprehensive plan. 

 

 

Why don‟t you make any public involvements for revision process? 
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 We revise based on an assumption that the public opinions have not been changed so much since the 

first mapping process. Ideally we should ask the people, maybe in the future. 

  

Have you heard of GM? How do you see this map? 

 I heard about this project from Max (another planner working with GM) and it‟s really interesting. I 

actually asked Max to make a project in another area in Stockholm, not in Bagarmossen. I see some 

possibilities to collaborate, since it can make the distance of planners closer to locales.  

 I think GM might be good for making a map in an area with smaller scale. Anyway, we are interested 

in it. 
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3. Interview to a researcher of ecosystem (and a member of GM, Bagisgranner, also a resident in 

Bagarmossen) 

Date: 19/May/2009  

Place: Stockholm Resilience Centre, Stockholm 

Interviewer: Akiko Sasaki 

Interviewee: Henrik Ernstson 

About GM 

 It is really an effective tool for community mapping 

 When the aims are clarified, it would be a strong tool for e.g. thinking of local identity in a community. GM can 

become ad hoc but it doesn‟t when there is a certain aim. 

 GM can be diversified by cooperating with ecological organizations 

 Connections between human and non-human  

 The strength of GM is that it is very practical. People can be attracted when it is practical. 

 One hand, it is good that planners are interested in GM, but on the other hand, there is a risk that it could 

depoliticize the movement and be preoccupied by the governmental power. It can always happen that citizen 

participation can be interpreted in a profitable way by planners or politicians, which brings “conflictual 

dialogue”.  

 

Bagarmossen as a community 

 Bagarmossen is a special and unique community in Stockholm. It is like a small universe of Stockholm since 

you can have everything in Stockholm there. Also it is important that there exist active citizen groups, which 

can say about community and work for it.  

 

GM Bagarmossen 

 For the GM in Bagarmossen, the aims are not clear at least for local participants but they are just asked about 

their favorite places. However, when the aim of mapmaking is for identifying local identity, they would really 

think in a way which would be suitable for the aim.  

 It could be a pilot project for whole Stockholm and it could be nice if these maps can cover the southern part 

of Stockholm. 

 GM Bagarmossen could be a story which can be weaved to other parts of Stockholm. 

 

About Ekoparken (urban national park), Stockholm 

 Within a movement of ekoparken, there were 62 organized citizen groups and the main groups made a story 

which convinced the importance of connectivity of open spaces. That story was weaving to all the groups and 

they started to connect the groups which were outside of the network, since they found out something in 

common or things they were related each other. 
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 The study of Ekoparken showed the connective value, holistic value of urban green area which weaved a story 

for structuring a bigger organization to fight against the development plan by city. 

 Action Network theory 

 “Militant particularism”: when one organization or group is dealing with a particular struggle, that struggle can 

be connected or generalized with other organizations dealing with a struggle as well. 

 Democratization of planning in Sweden has started since the 60-70s, when Stockholm city wanted to cut a 

huge symbolic tree in Kungstragården and many citizens opposed. This movement is called Dennis package 

resistance.   

 The way the citizen groups took was to take a distance from the city government, no consultations or 

negotiation meetings until the citizen groups came up with their original plans designed as a map. Since 

“conflictual dialogue” can be expected, they were away from the governmental power and organized everything 

by themselves and invited the planners to their meeting.   
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4. Nomination sheet for GM Bagarmossen 
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5. Poster for open house for GM Bagarmossen 

 

 

 

BAGISKARTA 

 

Utställning om Green Map 

Skapa din egen minneskarta 

 

Lotteri, musik, ansiktsmålning m.m. 

 

Vi bjuder på kaffe och bullar 

Vi vill göra en karta över Bagarmossen som 

beskriver alla våra favoritplatser.  

 

Vi behöver din hjälp med att få veta dina 

mest speciella och bästa platser i Bagis! 

 

En favoritpark, cykelväg, etc.…   

Bagiskartan görs tillsammans med den internationella organisationen 

Green Map System, med kartor i över 50 olika länder.                                    

www.greenmap.org 

Varmt välkomna! 

ÖPPET HUS 

9 maj (lörd) 

11:00 – 15.00 

Biblioteket i Bagarmossen 


